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THE IMPALA

EDITORIAL
DECEMBER 1949

TN life we move from one occurrence to another, and in a Magazine
Commit tee, from one triumph to another, and from one appeal

to another. The School has nobly replied to our request for more
articles, which have proved to be of a higher standard than before.
The Photographic entry was again large and excellent. But we are
now starved of drawings and poems and could do with some more
Club Notes. While we ask for more of these, we must of necessity
remind you that we will still need articles, photographs and House
Notes of the correct length for the July 1950 issue of The Impala.

We are trying a new layout for the cover of this issue which we
hope will improve the general look of it, and we hope also to obtain
paper of a better quality so that it will no longer be so easy to read
two pages at once. The Staff of the East African Standard have as
usual been most helpful.

The Impala Committee has decided to award the fo l lowing prizes
for the best contributions :
First Prizes Shs. 10/- D. A. Forrester

A. L. Archer
Second Prizes Shs. 5/- I. C. Rodger .

H. van der Stegen
G. P. Gray .

It was decided that since the drawings were not up to their usual
standard, in our opinion, a first prize would not be awarded in this
class. Contributors of other published articles and photographs
will be paid the sum of Shs. 2/50 each. Please apply to Mr. R. H. Bar-
ton for your due rewards. We are also grateful to those firms who
advertise in The Impala and hope that they also will reap their reward.

The Duke of Yolk School have decided to publish their own Maga-
zine—sub rosa ?—and we offer our youthful contemporary our felici-
tations. We congratulate them too on entering a team in the recent
Boxing Triangular Tournament. We welcome Mr. P. Fletcher from
his leave in England. It seems to have been but a poor mask for his
energetic nature. For while pretending to relax after his hard work
here, he has been interesting himself in its affairs, even to the extend
of reading the July Impala, a copy of which was sent to him by air mail.

W. J. TROWELL.

. " Joseph Thomson."
" The Tana River "

. " Papiamento Pastel."

. " Nairobi Taxis."

. " Chania Falls."
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A. G. Harris.
D. W. A. Minette, B.A.(Lond.), L. es L.(Lille).
K. J. Higson, B.Sc.(Bristol)

Bursar: *A. D. Wardrop.
Acting Bursar: C. Hurst, B.Com. (Dunelm).

Matrons: Mrs. Boase, Miss Cochrane, Miss Downe, Mrs. Fletcher,,
Mrs. Malcolm-Smith, Miss Muddle, Mrs. Murton, Mrs.
Page-Morris, Mrs. Poppleton, Mks E. D. Wilson, Miss
R. H. Wilson, Mrs. Woods.

Office: Mrs. Lamont, Mrs. Fyfe.
*On leave.

Office Bearers
Head of the School :

M. C. S. Philip (C)

School Prefects:
G. J. du Toit (N); N. T. H. Karnezos (R); A. Munro (Ni);

M. L. Alisop (Ni); B. C. Eccleston (N); J. P. Engelbrecht (H);
D. E. Powrie (R); D. J. G. Jones (R-In); E. I. Johansson (C);
B. A. Sinclair (C); A. Swan (H); J. Redman (S); D. J. Stratou-
dakis (R-J).

CRICKET
Captain—A. Swan.	 Vice-Captain—A. Munro

FOOTBALL
Captain—J. P. Engelbrecht	 Vice-Captain—R. C. Smith

BOXING
Captain—A. Munro

" THE IMPALA "
Editor—W. J. Trowell. Assistants—R. J. Tiuran, K. F. P. Tighe

Business Manager—P. M. Woodford

Staff List
Headmaster: P. FLETCHER, M.A.(Cantab), A.M.(Princeton)

Assistant Masters:

J. R. Forrest, E.D.
R. H. Barton, M.A.(Cantab).

*D. Anderson.
J. H. Stewart, B.Sc.(Witwatersrand).
A. H. David, B.Sc.(Reading).
E. G. A. Atkinson, M.A.(Oxon.), E.D.
H. E. Watson, M.Sc.(Eirmingham).

*W. R. Salmon, B.A.(Toronto).
Mrs. M. M. Forrest, B.A.(Lond.).
Mrs. C. A. Watson.
W. J. H. Liversidge, M.A.(Oxon.)
E. M. Cobb, M.A.(Cantab.)
E. J. Clarke, B.Sc.(Lond.)

*B. D. Spencer, B.A.(Oxon.)
A. K. Fyfe, M.A.(Cantab.)
F. H. Goldsmith, M.A.(Oxon.)

*C. M. Taylor, B.A., B.Sc.(Belfast).
G. C. Knight, B.A.(Wales)
J. E. Duff, B.Sc.(Sydney).
E. J. Boase, M.A.(Oxon.)
Rev. I. J. McCulloch, M.A.(Oxon.)
Mrs. E. Franco.
N. A. Horley.
H. P. Lamont, M.A.(Wales), B. es L.(Besancon
J. W. H. Riddell.
F. F. Gilboy, M.A.(Oxon.)
J. O'Neill Pearson, B.A.(Cantab.)
R. McLellan Sim, N.R.LA.D.
N. R. M. Chadwick, 13.A.(Cantab.)
R. W. Walmsley, B.A.(Oxon.)
D. S. Gammie, M.A.(Aberd.)
S. P. T. Houldsworth, B.A.(Oxon.)
B. R. Norman, B.Sc.(Rhodes).
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Staff Notes
Your Official
School Clothing
Outfitters

EMPIRE BUILDING — HARDINGE STREET

P.O. Box 223	 NAIROBI	 TELEPHONE 2271

We were all pleased to see how fit'Mr. P. Fletcher was looking on
his return from England in August. He thoroughly enjoyed himself
at Home but it was not long before he was as deeply immersed in work
as ever. The flying boat service to Naivasha is popular with the Staff,
and Mr. and Mrs. Goldsmith and Mr. and Mrs. Fyfe returned that
way in September. We understand that the last hour of bumpy
travel suited the wives better than the husbands. We were glad to
hear Mrs. Goldsmith was fully restored to health. There has been a
curious outbreak of operations among the wives and it is said that for
a time one bed at the European Hospital was specially reserved.

We welcome to the Staff this term Mr. D. W. A. Minette and
Mr. K. J. Higson. Their arrival brings us to full strength, a most
remarkable occurrence. Mr. Minette, whose special line is French,
comes from the Midlands, and has done all his teaching in Leicester.
In the war he reached the rank of Major and spent most of his time in
the Middle East; he was G.S.O.2 at H.Q., Ninth Army, and was with
the British Security Mission to Syria and Lebanon. Mr Higson,
whom we shall be Worry to lose to Duke of York next term, taught in
Kent and latterly at Hull. He was an Instructor Lieut-Commander in
the Royal Navy; for a while he was stationed at Port Elizabeth and
served at sea in the cruisers H.M.S. Sussex in the Eastern Fleet and
H.M.S. Orion in the Mediterranean.

The Staff Entertainment is fully reviewed elsewhere, but we must
acknowledge our debt to Mr. E. J. Clarke for tying all the loose ends
toge-her. And were some of those ends loose ? Our thanks are also
due to the accompanists whose chords cover a multitude of sins.
We miss Mr. V. D. Daft's cheerful presence and wonder who next
will fall off the roof of his house. We shall soon be saying good-bye
to Mr. J. O'N. Pearson, who is going to Duke of York, and we just
cannot imagine whose wife is going to fascinate the School next July.

Mr. C. M. Taylor has gone on leave and will shortly be followed
by others. We congratulate Miss D. M. Muddle on her engagement
to our former colleague, Mr. P. G. Brown, and also the Goldsmiths
and Knights for increasing the children on the compound. Miss
Downe has returned to duty and is most gallantly coping with the
Rhodes-Nicholson catering despite her injury.

R. H. B.
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School Notes
In September there were 557 boys in the School, 477 boarders

and 80 day-boys. Of these 90 came from Tanganyika, 35 from Uganda,
4 from the Sudan and 4 from other territories.

presence felt when they erected certain entanglements in the Quad-
rangle which they said was to save the grass, but they are an enthusi-
astic gang and on Thursday afternoons they have repaired and painted
the Cricket Pavilion, white-washed the sight screens, and painted the
First XI soccer and hockey goal posts. Long may their activities
continue !

The dates for next year have been announced as follows:

First Term .	 .	 . 20th January to 3rd April.
Second Term	 .	 . 5th May to 7th August.
Third Term	 . 15th September to 11th December

During 1948, 156 boys left School; thirty-one of them went to
Universities, Training Colleges, or high grade apprenticeships; twenty-
four entered the services of Government or Local Government;
thirty-eight went to business or apprenticeships in East Africa; forty
to farms, some of whom will later proceed to Agricultural Colleges;
twenty young boys went to other Schools, mostly outside East Africa
and three are unaccounted for.

VISITORS

We are grateful to the following who have preached at the Chapel
Services this term: The Bishop of Mombasa, Canon M. Capon and
Rev. P. G. Bostock. 13th November, 'The Bishop confirmed
thirty-six candidates from the School in the Cathedral. We have
had some interesting lectures; Mr. S. Gillett, Director of Agriculture
and a very good friend of the School for many years, talked on the
Egerton School of Agriculture; Mr. J. Collier-Wright and two of his
colleagues gave us much information about careers in the East African
Railways and Harbours; Mr. D. Q. Erskine, M. L.C. lectured us on
Race Relations; and Messrs R. S. Alexander and W. I. T. Dewar
told us about the Old Cambrian Society and Club.

OBITUARY

The School has suffered three losses as the results of accidents this
year; we were most distressed to hear of the death by drowning of
Edward Anthony Darvall in Lake Naivasha last April; he was a most
promising boy. Vernon Young and Peter McInnes had only left
School a few months before their deaths, the former in a motor bicycle
accident, and the latter when his tractor overturned on him. Our deep-
est sympathy goes to the parents of these boys.

THE PIONEERS

Mr E. M. Cobb has formed a group of boys who go about the School
doing all the jobs that nobody has time to do. They made their

THE TUCK SHOP

Mr. R. W. Walmsley took on the supervision of this very popular
store when Mr. Salmon went on leave. He has been given invaluable
help by H. W. W. Ehrlich, D. A. Forrester, P. V. Roberts, D. E.
Powrie, M. T. Emmanuel and A. Yakas. Since an average profit of
only ten per cent. is made on each article sold, the total gain is small
but it stands upon its own feet and is an institution that we cannot
afford to be without. Coca-cola would seem to be the most popular
line.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF SAINT GEORGE

In the annual Essay Competition run under the auspices of this
Society four of our boys were successful; in Senior Class F, F. J.
Baderle and . D. A. Forrester won the first and second prizes, and in
Junior Class D the first two places were taken by D. T. Peal and W. F.
Hime. The President of the Society, Dr. Parsons, with the Acting
Hon. Secretary attended Assembly one morning and presented the
awards.

MISCELLANEA

The Arts and Crafts Society have offered to present the sum of
Sh. 60 each year to purchase prizes for our budding artists. This
year these were awarded to successful entrants at the King's Day Exhi-
bition which was on view in the Studio.

The Library has received some valuable additions to its shelves,
and we are glad to say that we have had bound a series, not only of
The Impala from 1931 to the present day, but also of the Nairobi
European School Magazine which are now almost Ancient Documents.
They certainly make very interesting reading for the present generation.

We acknowledge with pleasure receipt of the following
contemporaries:—

The Swan, King Edward VII Magazine, The Ousel, The Salopian)
Uppingham School Magazine, Schola Regia, The Elizabethan, The
Conan, The Firefly, The Cholmelian, Hutchins School Magazine,
The Hiltonian, The Trident, The Andrean.
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Cock House
Second Term 1949

Rugby Football P.T. Sports Work Total
80	 20 20 100 220 440

I. Hawke •	 15.38 2.54 3.23 23.68 52.80 97.63
2. Rhodes •	 17.03 3.34 3.24 15.97 46.96 86.54
3. Scott	 . .	 17.03 3.34 3.55 16.11 44.00 84.03
4. Nicholson •	 12.31 3.74 3.49 25.85 29.33 74.72
5. New House •	 14.15 2.28 3.17 7.98 41.06 68.64
6. Clive	 . 4.10 4.76 3.32 10.41 5.87 28.46

Clive House
Housemaster: MR. E. J. BOASE

Assistant: MR. G. C. KNIGHT

Head of House: E. I. JOHANSSON

Prefects: B. A. SINCLAIR, D. N. BALSON, P. D. OWEN-THOMAS,
M. E. HOLMES, W. F. HIIVIE

Clive started this term with a determination to renew their old
spirit, which has been so badly lacking in the last few lerms. We
produced two strong cricket teams which under the inspiring leadership
of E. I. Johansson and P. D. Owen-Thomas have shown promising
results. We have more than a good chance of winning the Cricket
Cup. But without the untiring coaching of Mr. E. J. Boase our cricket
teams could never have achieved the high standard they now maintain.
Our soccer teams, though lacking in strength, have played hard and
vigorously under the captaincy of D. N. Batson. The loss of M. W.
Jansen, an excellent centre-forward, has left a gap which H. M. Thomas
has gallantly filled. D. N. Batson and J. M. Dowey, pillars of strength,
have played hard all the season and have often turned apparent defeat
into victory.

Although we only had two participants in the finals of the Boxing-
R. Newall and D. B. White-they both won their fights. There is
one problem that has not yet been solved. When is Clive's work going
to imps ove ? More than once Cock House has depended on our doing
well in form work. We have noticed with interest that there is always
an improvement in work when there are no exams in the term! We
shall be sorry to lose our House Capioin, E. I. Johansson, who with his
efficient leadership has set an example to all of us, and we wish him
the best of luck in his future career. We have had an extremely good
term and hope for similar terms next year.
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Hawke House
Housemaster: MR. E. G. A. ATKINSON
Assistant: MR. W. R. SALMON
Acting Assistant: MR. B. R. NORMAN
Head of House: J. P. ENGELBRECHT

Prefects: A. SWAN, D.W. ALLEN, H.E. COHN, G.R. RYAN, W.J. ZWART

Our " reasonably bright " hopes for the Cock, as expressed in
The Impala, were fully consummated at the end ofterm. That supreme
trophy, after oscillating between Rhodes and Scott, is now firmly estab-
lished in our possession. Our seniors did fairly well in games, were
undisputedly first in work. The juniors have found a panacea for their
intellectual troubles and have proved they were not irremediable,
as the pessimists foretold. It was the classroom that won us the Cock,
an appropriate welcome for our energetic ex-Hawke Old Cambrian
Assistant Housemaster.

We were at one time in a strong position in the Athletics, but our
desperate effort was frustrated by an unfortunate mishap in the Com-
posite Relay. Still, the mile was won by our champion D. W. Allen,
who was also non pareil in the half. Congratulations to J. P.
Engelbrecht on winning the. Howard Scott Cup and creating
a record in the Long Jump. I. Sarikas was the uncrowned "Victor
Ludorum " of the Bs, and J. Yarinakis won most of the C honours.

Cricket has always been the strongest of our bulwarks, and the
Cricketers find themselves under cur Housemaster's supervision—
and he is a fanatic—and under th.. captaincy of Alfred Swan, captain of
the School XI. With a fine-start in the Leagues and our House teams
cons drably invigorated by veterair of the XXII—J. J. Woods, A. B.
Allen, D. W. Allen, S. Sargent and the Hooper brothers—we ought
to live up to Mr. Atkinson's perpetual exhortations that thi moot im-
portant Cup must remain with us.

Mr. Norman is vigilant over our soccer players who are directed
on the field by J. P. Engelbrecht the School captain who continues
to direct our destiny. He is a prolific scorer, and N. T. Constantinides
and H. E. Cohn have played in the XXII. Our goalkeeper, T. W.
Weaver, possesses incredible skill and coolness which have fairly
earned him his School Colours. We should do well. We regret
that New House robbed us of the Boxing Cup, but we suffered no
dishonour. Our to un with the pugilistic brothers, D. W. and A. B.
Allen, in the forefront combined skill and strength to be fourth in the
competition. We confidently expect success in the Cross Country in
which again the Aliens will take some beating. Alas, half-term reports
reveal no improvement in our brains but we conclude on a note of hope
for the future . In saying adieu to the many stalwarts who are leaving us,
we express the combined hopes that they will be successful in their
future professions as Hawke will be in all School activities during 1950.

New House
Housemaster: MR. J. H. STEWART

Assistant: MR. W. J. H. LIVERSIDGE

Head of House: G. J. du TOIT
Prefects: B. C. ECCLESTON, R. G. D'AHL, D. 0. L. DRUMMOND,

A. YAKAS, M. T. EMMANUEL

Last term was not on the whole so successful as it might have been.
Our showing in the Athletics and Senior Rugby was undistinguished.
Although we won the Junior Rugby Cup, we were only fifth in the
Senior Competition, and last in the Sports. But we did win the tug-
of-war, our A team only losing one ofthe ten pulls. In Cock House
we were fifth.

This term started well; we took first place in the soccer Leagues
by a comfortable margin and fourth in the Cricket. This was better
than we had expected. Our constant training and practice in Boxing
showed results in the Inter-House. competition and we won the Ruben
Cup for the first time (but not the last). A fortnight before King's
Day the Headmaster brought before the prefects, and then the whole
House, the idea that the name of the House should be changed to
Grigg. There was a certain amount of regret •felt about losing our old
name, but the new one pays tribute to a man who did much for the
School. We think we kept the secret rather well because none of the
rest of the School heard about it until King's Day.

We established an early lead in the soccer House matches and won
the Cup back. We congratulate G. J. du Toit on being awarded his
School Colours. Unfortunately we have no cricketers of distinction to
back up the soccer players' fine performance. The side is too young
as yet. A. Yakas, M. T. Emmanuel, N. P. Saunders-Francis, C.
Georgulas and B. C. Eccleston were awarded House Colours. Good
luck to them.
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Nicholson House
Housemaster: MR. F. H. GOLDSMITH

Assistant: MR. J. E. DUFF

Head of House: A. MUNRO

Prefects: M. L. ALLSOP, M. J. KIRK, C. A. PAPADOPOULOS, H. C. L.
HUNTER, J. J. NEEDHAM-CLARKE, K. J. CORMACK, S. E. NAPIER-BAX

The Sydney Davis Sports Cup stands on our shelves for the fifth
successive year. Our two Composite Relay teams soundly beat all the
other Houses, and the A team broke the record. Hawke gave us a good
run and were actually leading on points until we demonstrated our
teamwork in the Relays. Many of our athletes had individual successes
and the relay teams ran some excellent races.

We were glad l o sec Miss Downe back this term and we would
like to thank all the kind ladies who did so much towards making our
Dance a terrific success. The Dance Committee deserves a word of
praise for their superb organisation and untiring efforts. We did very
well in " Ye Noble Arte of Self Defence " and congratulate all our
boxers on some very plucky fights indeed. P. R. St. J. Cox had bad luck
in breaking his thumb; otherwise he might have added to his list of
knock-outs. We specially mention C. G. D. Brown who fought the
eventual winner of the Style Cup and sustained a damaged nose, but
he made it a close fight.

Our soccer players are having some good games in House Matches
and are doing well, but the League results were not too good. K. J.
Cormack, S. N. Monnas, A. R. Faull, H. van der Stegen, P. H. Bugden
and the captain C. A. Papadopoulos, have been setting a very high
standard. The House has a good Cricket Team, and we have our eyes
on the Cup. A. Munro, P. R. St. J. Cox, H. L. C. Hunter and M. J.
Kirk have been the backbone of the team in all aspects of the game.
The League gave us a good start and we shall keep that up in House
Matches. We have had many Cross Country practices and expect
to do well. In the Cross Country Relays we finished 1st in the A
and second in the B. We were terribly sorry to hear of the death of
P. McInnes who had only just left the House. We are sure the whole
School shares our sorrow. In the House we are erecting a Memorial
to the four Nicholson boys who have met with such untimely deaths.
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Rhodes House
Housemaster: MR. C. M. TAYLOR

Assistant: MR. S. P. T. HOULDSWORTH

Head of House: N. T. H. KARNEZOS

Prefects: A. J. B. FOUCHE, J. PATERSON, R. C. SMITH, B. C. DURAND

Rhodes has been very active in one way or another since the last
issue. We did not succeed in retaining the Cock at the end ()floc ierm.
In Athletics we were fourth, beaten by Scott for third place by one
point. As a team we did very well in the Sports, gaining a position in all
bin one of the Relays. N. T. H. Karnezos, B. C. Durand, R. C.
Smith, R. A. G. Jones and P. I. Clarke represented Rhodes in the August
Rugby tour. In the P.T. competition we were fourth, due to the ex-
cellent show put up by the agility team. In School work we were
second and thus lost the Cock although we managed to secure second
place.

In soccer this term we are doing fairly well and have four players
in the Cricket XXII. J. Paterson has been putting in a lot of work to
keep our cricket teams up to the high standard that was set last year.
We have two players in the Cricket XXII. L. S. Langmead won the
Style Cup in the Inter-House Boxing Competition. Out congratu-
lations also go to L. Fouche who won his weight. In the Cross Country
we were second in the A and first in the B Relay.

Two Honours Boards are to be put up in the Common Room; on
one'will be the names of all the House Captains since Rhodes moved.
into the new block, and on the other all the names of those awarded
School and House Colours. The latter will be awarded in future
wish respect to games played throughout the year. The House was.
entirely repainted during the holidays by the P.W.D. We are , very
sorry to learn that Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are going on leave at the end
of term. We thank them most heartily for all that they have done for
Rhodes since they came to the School and wish them a most enjoyable
leave. Mr. Houldsworth will act as Housemaster during the absence of
Mr. Taylor.

Our House Dance this term was an immense success and went
with a swing from start to finish. Our sincere thanks go to Mrs.
Taylor who took such trouble in providing us with such excellent
suppers at all our dances. We also thank Mrs. Fletcher and Mrs.
Houldsworth for their help. Our best wishes for their future careers.
go to all those who are leaving at the end of this term.

Scott House
Housemaster: MR. E. M. COBB

Assistant: MR.. A. K. FYFE

Head of House: M. C. S. PHILIP

Prefects: J. G. P. EDWARDS, P. D. LE RICHE, H. C. PLOUGH,
R. J. RODDA, J. REDMAN

In spite of our apprehension about the Sports, we did do better
than last year and succeeded in gaining a very creditable third place.
Although we did not exactly amass points in the Standards, everyone
tried hard and when it came to the Relays, we continued to do well
and clung tenaciously to third place where we remained right to the
end—an effort which augurs well for the future. Cock House results
found us lying third, our work had not gained us so much as we had hoped
and we were eight clear points behind the leaders. A most successful
House Dance was held on 16th July which with true Scott originality
we had as a Masked Costume dance. Many and varied were the charac-
ters, both famous and infamous, who waltzed and polka'd with never-
flagging energy.

In spite of the demands made on us by other activities, we started
this term determined to retain the Soccer Cup. The League resulted
in our coming second, equal with Hawke, the first XI losing not one
match. But the second and third Xis did not do so well and we shall
have to fight hard in the House matches to retain the Cup, though now
We have the aid of four stars in the Football XXII, R. N. Finniss,
R. A. Maxwell, B. Zagoritis and H. C. Plough. We had the mis-
fortune to lose the Boxing Cup to New House, by the closest of margins.
We had five boxers in. the finals but they only managed to win one
fight—a walkover for M. C. S. Philip whose opponent had damaged
his hand. The other four, J. Redman, who won the Bronze Medal
for the best loser, R. J. Rodda, R. W. Bresler and G. G. Robinson must
be congratulated on the excellent show they put up.

We were last in the Cricket Leagues with only a very few points,
although with the addition of J. Redman, D. I. K. Robertson and R. W.
Bresler in the XXII in the House matches we had some very close
games but were unable at the last moment to pull them out of the fire.
In preparation for the cross country we have held several track runs and
paper-chases, while the d of the House thought up a weird " game "
which was both enjoyable and very strenuous. We trust our efforts
will be crowned with success.
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PARKER FOUNTAIN PENS
THE FAMOUS "PARKER 51"

YARD 0 LED PENCILS

IN SILVER 30/- to 32/-

IN GOLD 150/- to 170/-

D. LYALL
WATCH MAKER & JEWELLER

Box 1114	 NAIROBI

Intermediate House
Housemaster: MR. N. R. CHADWICK

Assistant: REV. I. J. MCCULLOCH

Head of House: D. J. G. JONES

House Prefects: D. A. FORRESTER, N. S. GORDON,
H. W. W. EHRLICH, P. V. ROBERTS

In the absence of Mr. Spencer, on home leave in England, the task
of steering our House has fallen on Mr. Chadwick. He has been sup-
ported by a willing team of prefects, and our special thanks must go
to D. J. G. Jones for continuing to devote so much interest to the
House when illness and the approach of the Higher School Certificate
might well have drawn off his attention elsewhere. D. A. Forrester
is to be congratulated 'for leading the House ably when Jones was ill
during the first weeks of term, and N. S. Gordon for holding the fort
when both these two had retired (exhausted ?) to the Sanatorium.

This term has seen the equipping of one of the rooms on " the
Island " as a Silent, Room, complete with smart new curtains made by
Miss R. H. Wilson, a good selection of magazines, the House Library
(well tended by A. K. J. Darvall), and even a rnaradadi lampshade,
the welcome if enforced, outcome of the exuberance of D. F. Drury,
R. D. W. Betts and A. L. C. Green. This Silence Room has been
much used, and the Junior Scamp Club, games of Monopoly and Chess
and those who like sometimes to read a book in peace, have all bene-
fited from it. Very many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. McCulloch who did
so much to F et up this room.

If any kind parent would like to present a book to Intermediate
House Library we would readily suggest titles of good books which we
need; and used copies of such periodicals as Illustrated London News,
The Field, Country Life, etc., would be especially welcome.

In the field of sport, sevetal members of the House have done well,
and particularly we noticed a plucky fight by I. P. Colquhoun in the
boxing finals; and good performances by him, R. S. Bond, R. D. W.
Betts and J. Anierc in the " friendly ' triangular contest. P. F.
Rushworth captained the Cricket Colts supported by J. G. Bell, J. K.
Hodge, M. W. Mathias, I. P. Colquhoun and K. Stewart. There have
been several promising cross country runners practising hard, urged
on by one prefect in particular who despite his diminutive stature can
be relied upon to come in ten yards ahead of the fastest Junior; the
libellous suggestion that D. J. Preddy and P. W. W. Manger have in-
vented a new course is unfounded. The standard of games this term
has been good, and specially noticeable has been the firmness with which
many House Captains have led their teams and encouraged them to
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play hard even to the bitter end. However, we do wish that budding
first-elevens would develop football feet and learn the secret of controll-
ing the ball. Next Cricket season it might be worth our while to provide
ourselves with proper Cricket score books, as we notice that players
who have had an innings find it hard to pay much attention to the
efforts of the rest of the side.

Several successes in work have come our way recently. D. A.
Forrester and D. T. Peal have been awarded prizes by the Royal
Society of St. George; and at the end of last term a successful candidate
in the reading competition was M. A. Crouch, now in Johannesburg.
Our House Prefects and J. G. P. Edwards of Scott House have de-
scended into the depths of Longonot crater—with ropes ! They have
got out again.

Before we leave Intermediate House we would like to say " Thank
you " to Mrs. Malcolm-Smith, our House Caterer and to Miss R. H.
Wilson, our matron. Our table manners and our tidiness may not
always have been what they liked, but their food and neetness have been
what we liked. So, we say farewell and if we can't add to the Pearl-
of the Indian Ocean," there is at least an Ocean round it when the rains
come and most of us have enjoyed our year there.

Junior House
Housemaster: MR. A. H. DAVID

Assistants: Messrs. F. F. GILBOY, N. A. HORLEY,

J. O'N. PEARSON,	 D. S. GAMMIE

Head of House: D. J. STRATOUDAKIS

Prefects: P. I. CLARKE, D. C. SINCLAIR, G. P. EMMANUEL and
G. W. GRIFFIN.

This has been a very successful year with more ups than downs,
and many Juniors will be able to look back in years to come and recall
pleasant memories. But time marches on and so do the Juniors, and
nearly all the present members of the House will have moved on next
term, some ro Intermediate and others to their Senior Houses. Al the
end of last term Mr. Pearson and H. R. M. Cowie produced a shot.)
play entitled " Queer Street," which was greatly appreciated by all
who saw it. Our thanks must go to those who worked so hard to give
us a very enjoyable evening.

Cross country, football and cricket have aroused great enthusiasm,
if little skill. The Colts in particular have covered themselves with
glory on numerous occasions. Clubs are very popular, especially the
Wireless and Art Clubs; other flourishing concerns are the Woodwork
and Stamp Clubs. The Photography Club was started by the Juniors
themselves. Great interest has been taken in P.T. and Boxing in which
Juniors have excelled themselves. The Scouts under G. W. Griffin are
a small but select community. The House Committee makes a good
job of the library and recreations. The ping-pong table is seldom
deserted, and many tense and exciting duels are fought. over it. Ladders
for ping-pong, chess and draughts have increased the competitive
interest.

Our sincere thanks musi go to Mr. David and his assistants for all
the care they lake over our well-being; also to Mrs. Malcolm-Smith
who has kept us well and truly fed throughout the year, and to Mrs
Poppleton, our clothe! Matron. We ;.farted this term with only
three of our original prefects. The Head of the House, J. L. Beecher,
had left for further studies in England in which we wish him every
success. His place was taken by D. J. Stratoudakis who we are glad to
say will be here to start us in the New Year. We welcome G. P.
Emmanuel from New House in the place of H. Hauschild who is now
managing one of his father's farms. Although fewer in numbers we
car proudly say we have settled down as a happy and successful team.
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Nothing is more annoying than to break a plough share
and then to be held up for a replacement. Owners of
Fordson and F-R ploughs need never have such
delays. We have ample stocks of all spares.
By the way, we can now fit your Major with a Hydrau-
lic Power Lift — from stock! These Power Lifts are

the key to a big range of modern
mounted implements. Call and see
one next time you're passing.
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HUGHES LIMITED
DISTRIBUTORS

DELAMERE AVENUE	 NAIROBI
Branches or Agents in every District

King's Day
The holiday this year fell on Monday, 10th October, and the cere-

monial routine followed that of last year. There did not seem to be
so many visitors as on previous occasions though the Kenya High School
did their best to fill any gaps. The dust, however, was much worse
and it was necessary to water the Quad so that the P.T. squad would
not have quite such an unhappy time. The principal guest and speaker
was His Worship the Mayor of Nairobi, Alderman F. G. R. Woodley,
who was accompanied by his wife. The Mayor on his arrival took the
salute which was played by the Band as the Union Jack was broken
on the flag staff and the Boy Scouts marched past. Forty boys from
each House participated in the massed display of Physical Training,
led by A. Munro and directed by Mr. Riddell. One or two extra
rehearsals would have brought greater uniformity in some of the
exercises, but the agility squad was awarded rounds of applause.
'The only exhibition this year was in the Art Room and much of this
was of a high standard. Prizes given by the Arts and Crafts Society
were presented later by Major C. E. V. Buxton for the best exhibits
who especially praised the work which Mr. McLellan Sim had done
in this department of School life.

The School Hall was crowded to capacity for the Speeches, half
of the Hall being given up to the boys and the other half to their
friends and relations. The remainder were accommodated in the shade
of the trees north of the Hall and served by loudspeakers; they all
looked very comfortable. The brief service, which was conducted
by the Bishop of Mombasa, included the hymns " Judge Eternal "
and " Praise my soul, the King of Heaven " and the usual Lesson read
by M. C. S. Philip, Head of the School. The Chairman of the Old
Cambrians' Society, Mr. M. D. Kampf, was on the platform, while
Mr. R. Alexander and Major Ruben were other prominent members
of the Society present. The Director of Education, Mr. R. Patrick,
proposed a vote of thanks to the Mayor after his speech, and the pro-
ceedings closed with three cheers for the Mayor, and the National
Anthem.

#
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NAIROBI
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Tom, Tom the Piper's son
Stole a pig and away he ran

lack on his Raleigh all-steel-bike
caught him up as quick as you like
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RALEIGH-ALL-STEEL BICYCLE

from

KASSAM KANJI & SON LIMITED
P.O. Box 319, Hardinge Street, Nairobi, Telephone 2344

SPARES ALWAYS IN STOCK

The Headmaster's Report
Mr P. Fletcher welcomed the guests in the following terms :

" It gives me great satisfaction to welcome you here this
morning, on my own behalf and in the name of the School
which you are honouring by your presence.

" Mr. Woodley, I am delighted that you have come. Especially
am I grateful to you for the constant support and encouragement
which you have given to the Old Cambrian Society, and through
it to the School.

" No outstanding single event has occurred, I think, since I
addressed you last year. But the busy, intricate life of the school
has flowed steadily on: work, games, activities have absorbed the
time and strength of masters and of the majority of boys."

He then detailed the most important events of the year which
have been duly chronicled in The Impala.
He continued:

"The Cricket XI is young, but as keen as mustard; and I
am grateful to the many masters who spend much time coaching
cricket and other games. I dislike comments in the local press which
suggest either that a particular boy is outstandingly good, or that
the authorities of the school take no interest in cricket. The first
is bad for the boy, the second is merely libellous.

" Last year, seven boys passed Higher Certificate; ninety-three
passed School Certificate, of whom thirty-seven gained complete
exemption from London Matric. Two boys of outstanding char-
acter and merit, G. W. Outram and M. R. E. Durand, were awarded
Colonial Development and Welfare Scholarships, to enable them
to prepare themselves for serving the Kenya Government. I am
not, however, satisfied with the general standard of work throughout
the school, and hope that various measures we are taking will
effect an improvement. The most necessary improvement is
outside our control, namely continuity and sufficiency of staff.
We happen to be up to establishment this term, but we were three
short in each of the first two terms of the year. No Headmaster
could wish for a more cheerful, friendly and co-operative staff of
Masters and Matrons—to them all, my best thanks.

" I have hardened my heart about clothes, and (now that
supplies are available) have insisted on a greater uniformity. I
know that this bears hard on some parents, but it does improve
the School's self-respect. It is not always possible for day boys in
transit through Nairobi to look as respectable as they or I would
wish; but in this climate there are limits to what a cyclist can be
expected to wear. I must next consider what unrepressive improve-
ments can be made on Sundays.
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" From 1st May until 15th August I was fortunAe enough to
have overseas leave, which I spent most delightfully in England
and Scotland. Knowledge that Mr. Forrest was running the school
freed me from all anxiety for its welfare, and I am grateful indeed
to him for his efficient, willing and friendly service. It was most
satisfactory to meet Old Boys of this school, obviously happy and
flourishing. Seven at Cambridge, six at Oxford, six at the Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst, two at Royal Naval College, Dart-
mouth; five at least in London University; some at Edinburgh
and Glasgow; some young business men in London. Unfortunately
I could not visit the large number at Trinity College, Dublin, and
I missed some at Liverpool, Birmingham, Reading, Aberdeen and
St. Andrews. But those young men are making their mark, and
I know will render good service to East Africa when their time is
over.

" I am glad to hear also good reports of and from our old boys
scattered about the farms and businesses of East Africa. Inevitably
some fail to find the right niche straight off; and just a few—but,
alas, a conspicuous few—fail in one way or another to make good.
But I believe that the majority are doing well. I hope that employers
will increasingly realise how hard it is to train young men com-
pletely out here, and will be ready to help a promising youngster who
has made good gain some experience in the more exacting conditions
overseas. I am grateful for the help that Rotary in particular, and
many employers give us—by arranging holiday jobs and by inter-
viewing sympathetically candidates for employment. I am,
however, astonished that some employers will take boys on without
asking for any kind of testimonial from us; and at starting salaries
out of all proportion to the value of the boys' services.

" Last year, I promised that the new secondary school would
have our full friendship and support; and we were privileged to
hear from H.E. many thrilling things about it. Thanks to his
energy and drive, the Duke of York School came into existence,
and in 1950 will 'double its numbers to 180. I think I have kept
my promise. The Colonial Office produced for Mr. James one
new assistant master in time; this school provided at short notice
Mr. Harris and Mr. Kitchener—men whom we were indeed sorry
to lose, but who are towers of strength over there. I have promised
Mr. James—and I shall keep my promise—that at whatever the
cost to us he shall have a full staff; knowing as I do how long it
takes the Colonial Office to recruit a new man, that is not a light
promise.

" Only consideration for your comfort makes me shorten my
usual moan about red tape, delays and the increasing proportion
of my time that gets spent on relatively unimportant things.

" I suppose that Government machines are designed to ensure
at no one ever makes a mistake, on the assumption that everyone

is a potential crook. So far as I can see, the result is that able,
hardworking and conscientious men spend treble the time really
needed to get a job done—and though they may perhaps manage
to avoid mistakes they find it very hard to do the right thing at the
right time. Personally, I .prefer a lot of right things done quickly,
even at the cost of a few mistakes

" In the busy struggling life of a young Colony and a young
school, when a year or two brings change and expansion, we do
not always reflect enough upon the past. So I am glad, today,
to stress the fact that twenty years ago, on 24th September 1929,
the foundation stone of this school was laid. It was not laid by
some pompous nonentity, who had played no part in the planning

\ and struggling. No. As was fitting, it was laid by $ir Edward
\ Grigg, now Lord Altrincham. Grigg was Governor of this Colony
\ at a difficult time. He had the vision to see that its future dependedn .

In a large measure on proper education for European children. He
overcame great opposition, but won his way. The Primary Schools
at Kitale, Eldoret, Nakuru and Nairobi owe what were then their
new buildings to his efforts. For us, he insisted that our splendid
spricious site should be earmarked, and that the main school buildings
should be beautiful and dignified. To the School, and to Captain
Nicholson—that great man to whom we owe so much of our tradi-
tion, and to whose gracious wife we owe our trees and gardens and
flowering shrubs—he gave continued support and encouragement.
It was Grigg who presented to us the famous silver Cock which
features largely in our life. So it was fitting that to the house
names of Clive, Hawke and Rhodes—brought up here from the
Nairobi School—was added the house name of Grigg; and until
1939 these four houses engaged on equal terms in friendly interne-
cine strife. And so it is that today old members of those four
houses strive for the Alexander Hockey Cup. In 1939, re-organisa-
tion became necessary; the day-boys were split off from the boarding
houses to which they had previously been attached, and assumed a
separate existence as Grigg House. In 1947 the pendulum swung
back, as oft in school life it does, and I decided to re-assimilate
day-boys into the social life of the boarding houses. That change
has without a doubt been beneficial; but it did mean that tempor-
arily the name of Grigg was lost.

" But now once more the situation is restored. New House,
first founded in January, 1945, has become firmly established and
has indeed earned the respect and admiration of us all by its efforts.
Next year, New House has agreed to become Grigg House, and I
was happy to write a fortnight ago to Lord Altrincham to tell him
how worthily his name will be perpetuated.
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" He replied with a cable of generous length, which
follows :

" The Prince of Wales School is very often in my mind and I
have watched its progress with keen appreciation and enthusiasm.
You will understand, then, that I feel deeply honoured to hear that
a House is still to bear my name. I hope to send it something
to mark the occasion but in the meanwhile please accept and
convey my warmest good wishes to everyone connected with the
school at your King's Day reunion. '

" This link with the living past forged once more, we must press
on with the more personal task of keeping contact with Old Boys.
People in East. Africa are not good at writing letters, and young men
are worse than people in general I am about to launch 400 letters
to the tender mercy of our Post Office—I wonder what replies I shall
get ? I do want present boys to regard it as automatic thatthey should
Join the Old Cambrian Society; for only if this Society is strong
and its membership widespread will it eventually be able to help the
school as it wishes to. Every boy is a debtor to those who have gone
before him; he can only repay that debt by the worthiness of his
own life, and by the service he renders to those who come after him.

" And that brings me to my key point. Our School Motto
is " To the Uttermost." What to the uttermost ? Self-seeking,
self-interest, self-admiration, self-gratification ? I trust not. I
trust endeavour to the uttermost. Unselfish, humble, devoted
service to the uttermost. Service to our country and the people
in it; to our Empire; to our God.

" But worthy service cannot be rerdered by the weak or the
unprepared, or by the dull of heart. And I pray that we may all
remember the tremendous value of character, a value that increases
as the world grows steadily wickeder.

'C I believe it was Aristotle who said that character is developed
by daily decisions between right and wrong. It is our business,
as schoolmasters, to see that boys know what is right and what
is wrong.

" Now it seems to me that in their behaviour at school boys
are showing each year a pleasing improvement in conscience.
Of course odd things happen at times—how could it be otherwise
with 600 boys all alive and kicking ? But in general I am pleased
with the attitude, manners and friendliness of boys a., we see them
on the Compound—and very often off it, too.

" But we are not always helped as we hould be by parents
or by the general public, when it comes to behaviour off the Com-
pound; nor are the standards we strive to set before boys always
upheld by others."
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The Headmaster deplored the sometimes excessive hospitality
given to boys representing the School at various games by their
hosts at away fixtures, culminating in unfortunate incidents during
the recent Rugby Tour. He emphasised the desirability of his
receiving information of all kinds about the behaviour of school-
boys at the earliest possible moment. He quoted other instances
of lack of co-operation between parents and himself.

" The parents who knew that their son had come home with,
property not his own, but did nothing about it. The parent who
asks help from the Bursary Fund when he doesn't • need it. The
several parents every year who withdraw their sons at no notice,
often with no courteous explanation, sometimes even after a new
term has begun.

" I am not trying to shift responsibility; I'll take any amount
of responsibility; nor do I want to do anything but thank the.
majority of parents who run their lives properly and set a wholly
admirable example. But I do want others to realise their respon-
sibility towards the very susceptible and imitative youth of this
land, and to make it needless for me to say to the school once a year,
`My job is to turn you into better men than some of your parents.'
And I do want people of goodwill all over this colony to help by
telling me about things that they see going wrong, whether in holiday
or term-time—telling me accurately and promptly. On the very
rare occasions when people have been good enough to do this I have
been able to track the matter down and make a real improvement.

" ' To the Uttermost.' A fine motto. May we worthily live
with that motto as our own."

His Worship The Mayor
" First of all, I would apologise to the boys for being here. I

need not, I feel, apologise to the many parents and friends, for they
at least could have stayed away. You who belong to the school
had no option, so blame your headmaster if you must blame some-
one. And yet is it fair to blame him for he is merely carrying on a
tradition that goes back a long time in the history of schools, the
tradition that at times we pause and take stock of what we have done
—and where we hope to go.

"You will have noticed that I have already used the word tradi-
tion twice. And a very old tradition it is of speeches on occasions
like this. And I want to talk about tradition today. It won't do
you much harm to sit for a few minutes in this glorious sunshine
on this lovely morning and soak into your souls the atmosphere
of this place and this day. For whether you realise it or not, this
school represents some part of the belief of those men and women
of our race, who have held that Kenya is not merely a country
suitable for white people to live in but a country to which by reason
of their efforts and sacrifices, they are entitled to regard as being
their country, and you boys are the inheritors of that belief, and of
the opportunities which come in its wake.

" I hope that some of you will remember those patient, un-
complaining and at times unexciting animals, your parents, who
have in most cases, been at some trouble and expense—at consider-
able sacrifice to themselves in many cases—to send you to this
wonderful school. You take it as normal that boys and girls should
stay at school until they are seventeen and eighteen. But many
of you come from families where your parents were out at work
when they were much younger. I, for instance, was working
twelve hours a day for four days a week, eight hours on the fifth
and seventeen hours on a Saturday when I was fourteen years of
age. I had little time for those sports and games—not even in
summer in England—which you take as your right. I'm not asking
you to sympathise with me—I'm merely stating a fact. We who
are older don't want you to live that life—all we ask is that you ap-
preciate what has been done and that there has been very real
progress in a relatively short span of years and you should thank
your 'ucky stars that you were not born fifty or sixty years ago.
Up till now, and for many of you for a good many years yet, you
have been and will be in the fortunate position of having a great
many things done for you. You will have people of great wisdom
and skill—yes, I'm talking about your masters—they will be trying
their utmost—although at times some of you will make it as difficult
as you can for them—but they will be trying to help you--trying
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to develop your talent—trying to make men out of you. Men who
will be able to go out into the world and help, not merely them-
selves, but their fellows.

" And if any of you think that life consists of just learning as
much as he can here and then going out into the world and helping
himself then I would invite that boy to do what a certain private
in the first world war told his sergeant major to do—and that was
to put his head into a bucket of water three times and take it out
twice. For even the youngest of you is old enough to know by
this time that the duty of man is to help man, and by man, of course
I mean women too. There are hundreds of ways every day in which
you can help other people. Often in simple little ways—but often
at some real inconvenience to yourself, and these are the ways that
count—these are the occasions when you will get a kick out of doing
so and you will remember that kick long after you have forgotten
a lot of other things. I know that most of you like to think of
yourselves as being tough—you're real tough guys who can hand
it out—whether on the football field, in the boxing ring or gym-
nasium, in fact anywh :re. This is a very worthy ideal—this straining
to be tough. You are right to drill your bodies JO that they can hand
it out—whatever it may be—but it is an even more worthy object
to drill your spirit 50 as to be able to take what the other chap,
or life, hands out to you. Drill the muscles, the sinews and the
nerves all you can—but always remember that the mind is the
machine which directs the body and spirit, is that intangible God-
given something which cannot be seen but which goes on functioning
long after the body is at breaking point and long after even the
mind has ceased to consciously perform.

" That mind and that spirit exist in greater or lesser degree
in all of us, sometimes the spirit is at its greatest in a body which is
frail and anything but tough. Jesus Christ was , not a tough man
physically but hi, spirit was just about as tough as it was possible
for a man's spirit to be. So make your bodies as tough as you can—
don't forget to toughen up your spirit. How do you do it ?

" You get a hundred opportunities a day—you can learn to take
disappointments with a grip , with a grin in your hearts as well as on
your faces. You can learn to take a telling off without resentment—
but learn to te,ent injustice towards others. Yau can learn to show
disapproval if someone does a mean act but do so without being
priggish. You can learn lo do disagreeable tasks willingly and as
cheerfully as you can—and whatever you do—learn never to quit
a job until you have finished it.

" You all know the code of conduct in cross-country running—
the code of finishing the course at any cost. Cross-country running
is one of the finest training grounds, for the spirit as well as for the
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body. It's so easy when you're last in the field—when everyone s
out of sight—to drop out and come limping in later with a yarn
that you lost your way or sprained your ankle—but however good
a tale you pug up, you know, and you will always remember, that
you quit. I know, for I zan hundreds of miles across country
when I was a young man, and now I find some comfort in the
memory that only once did I fail to finish the course. And believe
me, I've hated the memory of that one Saturday afternoon when
I quit, ever since.

" I believe that many of you go to the cinema quite frequently.
Occasionally a first-class film is produced and one such film was
" Scott . of the Antarctic." What was the theme of that immortal
story? Was it not the theme of spiritual as well as of bodily
toughness. The theme of carrying on until you dropped. The
theme of putting the other fellows first—of playing for the side.
Why did Titus Oates walk out into the blizzard and his death ?
Because he knew that by doing so, he gave his companions a chance
of winning through.

" Life offers to all of us continuous opportunities to do our
humble job as well as we can and to put our duty to others ahead
of our own interests, ahead even of our own family and their
Interests. The war provided countless thousands of such incidents."

Mr. Woodley graphically related -two such incidents: a
young A.R.P. Warden whose house was bombed in 1940, yet
after placing his wife and baby in safety, without delay reported
for duty; and an elderly engineer, who was buried for seven hours
in the wreckage of his home but went to work as usual in - the
morning. He continued:

" These two incidents had, of course, the spectacular setting
of war—of bombs dropping and all the re, t of it—but there was
nothing spectacular about these two men. I'm quite sure that
neither of them thought of doing anything different to what they
did do. The tradition which was theirs was that duty came first—
duty to one's fellows—duty to the job. Three of your own school
fellows put up a very good show in the crater of Longonot a few
months ago. We're all proud of them. Many of you know how
easily the average African puts his own affairs fust, so does the aver-
age Asian, so I am afraid to say, do a great many Europeans. But
if the European Community is going to mak tain and increase
its position and prestige here, then you and I have got to set an
example of duty first—we've got to do it, day by day, all the time.
But don't think that all you have to do is wait for the opportunity
of behaving in the splendid fashion of Scott and Titus ()aces of
the Antarctic, of the A.R.P. Warden and the elderly engineer.

/" It is often much more difficult to get up and go to work and
st' k at work when you've get a headache and are feeling out of

its and have got all kinds of worries than it is to perform some
ct of heroism. But there are lots of people in this Colony—in

this town—who do behave in this unselfish way. People who carry
on from day to day doing difficult but unspeceacular tasks, trying in
scores of ways to help—who put duty and responsibility to others

, first—who put their own .nterests last. All I am asking you to do
is to carry on like that, do the job you have to do as well as you can
and don't quit. Do it as cheerfully as you can. We who are older
will not be able to do much more for you, having trained and pre-
pared you to take your part in the race of life, except to wish you
good luck and perhaps to shout advice to , you from the touch lines.
I shall sympathise with you here for I get a lot of advice in my job
as Mayor—mostly from the touch lines.

"Always remember that if you are going to spend your life in
Africa, an African will be watching you day in and day out-rwatching
how you behave. If you are going to earn and deserve and compel
his respect you must always be on your best behaviour. You
must be the most critical judge of yourselves. Only by doing so
will you be able to justify your position as a leader in this land.,
Your white face will not give you that respect—only your white
spirit. And if you can harness to the spirit something else—
good manners, you will find it will help you. Not the superficial
manners of the man who wants to make a good impression on a rich
aunt or a good-looking girl but the good manners which come from
a willingness to treat all men on their merits, and to see every
man's point of view. The African as well as other people respects
good manners.

" The motto is ' To the Uttermost.' It is a magnificent motto.
It means give of your best all day and every day. Each of you
can do it, the weakest, the least clever, the smallest of you. Re-
member it isn't the size of the dog in the fight that counts— it's
the size of the fight in the dog. Train the body to the uttermost—
train the spirit beyond it."
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Cricket
Consick.ring the bad start to the season when five matches were

lost in a row, the position by November was by no means disheartening
especially whin it is remembered that the team included many young
players who were brought in to replace these who had left or had lost
their form. In fact, there is considerable promise, for as a whole the
bowling has been steadier and the batting more correct than last year.
The fielding however has shown a tendency to t lowness whenever
A. Munro was absent.

The batting, though at times timorous and hesitaw, has shown that
the boys are realising the value of the basic forward and backward
defensive shots. Many of the players do not possess the strength to
force the ball away and what is now a defensive stroke will in time
become a scoring shot. The mainstays of the batting have been R. W.
Bresler and P. D. Owen-Thomas. The former has played with skill
and the utmost confidence, using his feet well to slow bowlers—but
he is developing a dangerous tendency to flash his bat to balls on the
off. The latter, returning to form when he was put lower in the batting
order, is beginning to use the, off and cover drives again, but still tries
to hook too early and too often. W. N. Stephen has not met with
the success his style deserves but that will come. Of the others B. R.
Jones has stayed m by putting the bat to the ball, B. N. Hooper dis-
plays nice wrists, is the only bat to force the ball past mid-on, but is
very vulnerable to a yorker. A. Munro as usual has hit hard but not
as often as he would if he could pick the right ball.

The School bowling has had variety and usually has been good
enough to dismiss the opponents except when pitted against strong
Sunday XIs. E. I. Johansson has increased his pace and control,
and when he avoided a tendency to shortness his off-break and outswin-
ger troubled most batsmen. B. R. Jones, a newcomer from England,
opened at the other end. He possesses the ability to make the ball
run away and occasionally to come back with his arm. A. Swan and
R. W. Bresler have tempted the batsmen to make false shots by tossing
the ball up with a slight off-break. Until his injury, J. J. Woods
bowled very steadily. J. W. Lucking, another left-hander, at times
finds it difficult to keep a length, but when he does he flights and turns
the ball cleverly. D. I. K. Robertson was his usual quiet and compe-
tent self behind the stumps.

The captain, A. Swan, has beer quiet, too quiet on occasions,
when fieldsmen have strayed from their positions or when it was
necessary to save every run. He has learnt to watch the batsmen and
to set the field accordingly, though he was a little afraid of using his
slow bowlers early in the season. Later, he developed powers of judg-
ment and his bowling changes have been successful.
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17th September. Army 204 for 9 declared (J. Redman 5/68).
School 118 (R. W. Bresler 65). The Army team won the toss and put
on 50 runs in 35 minutes. The rapid rate of scoring continued, the
School being treated to a fine exhibition of straight driving. The
School went in after lunch and except for Bresler the batting was both
unenterprising and inaccurate, only the younger members of the team
putting up any resistance at all. The Army won by 86 runs.

18th September. Old Cambrians 270 for 6 declared (W. I. C.
Fear 52, D. C. Carver 54, D. G. Hunter 73, B. Jacob 55). School 122
(R. W. Bresler 27, J. J. Woods 21). The Old Cambrians won by 148
runs. Though they lost two wickets for 14, they made a good recovery
and scored freely against bowling which was steady rather than
dangerous. D.G. Hunter was singularly stbdued. The School fielding
was good throughout the innings, and Munro excelled at cover-point.
Our batting was better than in the first match; Bresler and Woods
showed patient defence but the remaining batsmen found the bowling
too much for them.

24th September. School 70. Government Indian High School
85 for 6(B. R. Jones 5/24). The School, batting first, soon found them-
selves in difficulties against the fast bowling of Asghar. Too many bats-
men swung wildly or stepped back, only Munro and Hooper offering
any real resistance. The Indians also found runs hard to get against
the bowling of Jones, medium-paced left-hand, and had not Chagan
batted with skill and determination the result might have been different.
The Indians gave us a lesson in running between the wickets, a side of
the game in which the School is sadly deficient.

25th September. School 85 (E. I. Johansson 34). Wanderers 144/8
(J. W. Lucking 3/18). The School score was .it one time 41 for 2
wickets, so it is easy to see that with one exception the side failed to
distinguish themselves. The Wanderers had little difficulty in passing
our score.

1st October. Civil Service 108 (A. Swan 3/18). School 159 for 9
(B. N. Hooper 34, P. R. St. J. Cox 27). Civil Service opened confi-
dently and soon had 50 on the board for the loss of one wicket, but then
wickets fell rapidly and the last man was smartly run out by Munro .
The School batsmen showed considerably better form and won the
game by seven wickets.

2nd October. Gymkhana 232 for 7 declared (B. R. Jones 4/60).
School 152 (A. Munro 36, A. Swan 36). Gymkhana won by 80 runs.
Gymkhana on the it own ground received early shocks when they
lost 2 wickets for 12 runs, both victims of Jones. But then Porter and
Hignett scored steadily in spite of bowling changes, and after lunch
E. I. Gledhill scored 52 in 39 minutes. For the ":low bowlers the
slips were standing too far back and little effort was made to check
the rate of certain batsmen by setting a deep defensive field. The

School, faced with this large total batted carefully and it looked at rum
time as if a draw might be secured.. Munro batted with a caution
unusual for him and reaped a w Al-deserved reward. But the Ink
wicket fell with only a few minutes left for play.	 t'

9th October. Sikh Union 217 for 8 declared. School 31. Sikh
Umon won by 186 runs. This match was disastrous. The Schobl
bowlers could make little impression on the experienced Sikh players,
of whom Gurcharan Singh in making 81 showed us an example to be
copied. In reply the School failed badly, only B. R. Jones promoted
to No. 1 by reason of his ability t':o play defensive forward shots offering
any resistance. It wai the o l d story agair. of lack of confidence.

15th October. R.A.F. Eastkigh 100 (B. R. Jones 4/22, J. J. Woods
3/4). School 101 for 5 (R. W. Bresler 37, P. D. Owen-Thomas 28).
School won by 5 wickets. The School bowling troubled R.A.F. from
the start and only an innings' of 26 by their captain saved them from a
very low score. The School batsmen however, made an equally bad
'tart, 5 wickets being down for 38 runs. At this point Owen-Thomas

fined Bresler, who had been bming carefully, and we saw a fine
artnership which took the School to victory. Both played the bowling
orrectly, were not afraid to hit loo: e balls and were quick to s teal single's.

16th October. Machakos 57 (B. R. Jones 5/20, A. Swan 4/8. School
153 for 5 (P. D. Owen-Thomas 44, W. N. Stephen 34).
After a bumpy journey we were glad to win the toss and put Machakos
in. From the very beginning no batsman looked happy against Jontis
who was making the ball go with his arm and then cutting it into tire
slips. Four wickets fell for 13, and Swan finished the innings off with
his off-breaks. When the School batted, it was a delight to see Stephen
play his off-side strokes, and his 34 included a magnificent square
cut for 4. When the Machakos total had been passed, Owen-Thomas
and R. W. Bresler repeated their stand of the day before, the form$r
being severe on anything short.

21st October. School 108 for 7 declared (P. D. Owen-Thomas
39). Uganda Kobs 112 for 5. Uganda Kobs won by 5 wickets.
The School batted carefully against a strong Kob attack which included
Wild, a Cambridge Blue, and Merridew, an Authentic. The early
loss of Stephen to r good catch did not dismay the rest, of whom Owen-
Thomas after a shaky start and giving several chances, scored freely.
At tea Swan boldly declared. The School bowling was accurate and
for a time it looked as if a draw was inevitable, even Wild finding
it difficult to get the ball away. With six minutes to go, 11 runs were
needed and the issue was settled by a four off the third ball of the last
over.

22nd October. School 100 for 9 declared (R. W. Bresler 30, P. D.
Owen-Thomas 28). Old Cambrians 63 (E.I. Johansson 4 for 15) School
won by 46 runs. On the slow Old Cambrian ground, the School found
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it difficult to :.core and only put on 25 runs in the first hour. Owen-
Thomas and A. Swan increased the rate of scoring by determined
hitting. The Old Cambrians, who had a weak side out, started
disastrously and lost 6 wickets for 13 runs, due to a fine piece of stump-
ing by D. I. K. Robertson which dismissed R. S. Alexander, and the
hostile bowling of Johansson, who overcame a recent run of bad luck.
In spite of an obstinate seventh wicket stand the remaining wickets
fell quickly. The School fielding in this match was fast and accurate.

28th October. Parklands 126 (E. I. Johansson 3/36). School 100
(P. D. Owen-Thomas 23, B. R. Jones 21). Parklands won by 26 runs.
By lunch Parklands were only 96 for 8 owing to good bowling and
fielding. But the last two wickets added 28; perhaps it was a mistake
not to put on a slow bowler earlier against those hitters. This was by
no means a large total but School's hopes sank when W. N. Stephen
was out for 4 and R. W. Bresler retired hurt, having received some
nasty blows orr the body from a fast bowler who might with advantage
have bowled more at the wicket. Jones and Owen-Thomas, right in
form these days, took the score along well, but after them the batsmen
failed. It was noticeable that no one was comfortable against spin
bowling, when a straigh . bat, concentration and good footwork are
necessary.

29th October. Gymkhana C. C. 91. School 92 for 8 (D. 0. L.
Drummond 45). School won by 2 wickets. Gymkhana opened badly
losing 3 wickets for 4 runs to a fast and hostile attack. They were saved
from utter collapse by a stand of 46 runs but then wickets fell rapidly
again. In reply the School fared even worse, and 5 wickets were down
for 20. But Drummond celebrated his arrival at the crease by hitting
a 4 off his first ball. He continued as he began—there was a lovely
six—and even if the ball did not always go as was intended, his 45 won
the match. The Gymkhana men dropped him five times.

30th October. Civil Service 181 for 7 declared. School 88. Civil
Service won by 93 runs. Civil Service were struggling for runs up to
lunch when they had only scored 93. Then a brisk partnership by
J. Powell, a batsman to copy, and J. Baker carried the score along.
Once more the School had lost their grip of a game and once more
fielders were not placed to block scoring shots. The School opened
confidently against the fast bowlers, W. N. Stephen in particular playing
well. But once the spinners were put on, the School batsmen seemed
to forget that the ball is there to be hit, and a complete collapse followed.

5th November. Kenya Kongonis 140 for 7 declared. School 65 for 8.
Drawn. The School fielding, deprived of A. Munro's example—
he was playing hockey for the Settlers—was pathetic. Little effort
was made to get to catches by fieldsmen who were not moving in as the
bowler began his run. ,The ground fielding was slovenly and the
hrowing poor. In spite of this the bowlers managed to keep the
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toti4 down. With the loss of early wickets the School decided to play
Itit it diaw U. W. Bresler contributed a patient knock of 13 in 52
[Minor% mid never looked troubled. S. Sargent played out the last
over ,im . iomided by eager fieldsmen. Mr. E. I. Gledhill captained the
Kuuyonir and included four masters in his team.

tilh November. Rift Valley S. C. 179. School 195 (A. Munro 96).
School won by 3 wickets. This match was played at Nakuru. The
home side quickly lost 2 wickets in a good opening spell by E. I.
Johansson, and on resuming after the teams had attended the Re-
membrance D ty Service, soon lost 2 more. But A. Swar wed left-
handed bowlers against left-handed batsmen and the 5th wicket
partnership lasted till lunch. Afterwards the spinners saw 9 wickets
down for 98. But the last wicket pair, hitting strongly, easily added
81 runs against a tired and over-worked Johansson. The slower men
should have been used here, particularly the left-handers, and the
ragged fielding should have been tightened up.

After the early loss of H. L. C. Hunter, W. N. Stephen and B.
R. Jones batted steadily and the former was unlucky to be out. A.
Munro, tent in No. 4 to go for a win, soon coll ared the bowling and
pushed the score on, despite tendencies to step in front of the stumps
and to hit the ball too high up on die bat. Bw, he hit hard in all
directions and in 75 minutes scored 96 when with the scores level
he was caught in the deep, narrowly missing his second century
against the same side. After Jones was out, no one could stay with
Munro until B.N. Hooper, his wristy stylishness contrasting with
Munro's more forceful efforts, helped to add 106 runs in 43 minutes.

Batting Averages

Innings Runs	 Not Out Highest Average
A. Munro .	 . .	 12 240	 0	 96	 20.00
R. W. Bresler	 . .	 16 284 1 65 18.93
P. D. Owen-Thomas .	 14 210 2 44 17.50
B. N. Hooper	 . .	 15 146 3 37 12.17
E. I. Johansson . .	 15 112 2 34 8.61
A. Swan	 .	 . .	 14 100 2 36 8.33
W. N. Stephen . .	 14 104 0 34 7.53
B. R. Jones	 . .	 14 77 3 21 7.00
D. 1. K. Robertson .	 11 46 4 19 6.59

Bowling Averages

Overs Maidens Runs	 Wickets Average
A. Swan	 . 65 5 264 20 13.20
R. W. Bresler .	 68.5 5 296 22 13.45
B. R. Jones .	 154.3 26 463 29 15.96
J. J. Woods	 . .	 67.4 7 216 13 16.61
1/,.	 1. Johansson . ..153.2 28 406 20 20.30

A. Munro has made 9 catches; D. I. K. Robertson has stumped
2 and caught 6.

The following items of interest have been compiled by B. C.
Eccleston from the scorebooks dating back to August 1936.

Highest score made by School XI. 277 for 9 v. Gymkhana;
10th November 1940.

Highest score made against School. 318 for 9 by Gymkhana.
10th November 1940.

Highest individual score for School. 126 by A. Munro v. Nakuru.
9th November 1947.

Highest individual score made against School. 134 by P. de V.
Allen for Gymkhana; 9th November 1936.

Lowest score made by School. 26 v. Okl Cambrian, ; 13th Novem-
ber 1947.

Best bowling performances. 2 innings; D. G. Hunter 13 wickets
for 25 runs v. Nairobi Aerodrome; 16th February 1941.
1 innings; J. R. Molloy, 9 wickets for 13 runs v. Nairobi Sub-
depot; 20th November 1945.

Record partnerships for each wicket:
1st wicket, 96 by P. V. Arderne and C. O'Shea v. Magadi; 20th

February 1937.
2nd wicket, 119 by G. L. Luckhurst and M. Cooper v. Parklands;

28th October 1938.
3rd wicket, 144 by G. L. Luckhurst and R. Harris v. Civil Service;

28th October 1939.
4th wicket, 120 by M. Cooper and T. M. Bell v. Gymhkana;

10th November 1940.
5th wicket, 128 by B. Jacob and K. G. Mayers v. Parklands;

3rd November 1945.
6th wicket, 161 by A. Munro and R. J. Simpson v. Nakuru; 9th

November 1947.
7th wicket, 106 by A. Munro and B. N. Hooper v. Nakuru; 6th

November 1949.
8th wicket, 62 by G. L. Luckhurst and D. C. Mackrell v Civil.

Service; 12th November 1938.
9th wicket, 79 by M. Walker and J. Dunn v. Machakos; 28th

November 1945.
10th wicket, 52 by J. Petter and D. Chambers v. 11 M.T.S.D.;

15th November 1942.
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Second Eleven  

24th September. School 125 for 7 declared. R.A.F. Eastleigh
118 for 8. Drawn.

1st October. School 106 for 7 declared. Kenya Police 107 for 5.
Lost by 5 wickets.

15th October. School 73. Indian Gymkhana 74 for 4. Lost by
6 wickets.

22nd October. School 105. Civil Service 106 for 9. Lost by 1
wicket.

The Second XI began by drawing the firs! match of the season and
losing the next three. For this rather depressing record we offer no
excuses. We have been beaten by better sides and that's all there is
to it. On the whole, the batting has been rather better than last year,
although there is still a lack of confidence in some members of the team
and a persistent habit of playing back to half-volleys. We lack a match-
winning bowler, although D. 0. L. Drummond has the makings of
one and bowled well against Civil Service. The ground fielding has
been good, but we lost the game with Indian Gymkhana through poor
catching. We were much weakened in the match against Kenya
Police owing to members of the team going to Nakuru Show, so much
so, in fact, that at the last moment we had to fill up the side with boy
who was not even in the XXII. It is hoped that in future boys will
appreciate the honour of playing for the School and that it should come
before individual interu, Ls .  

E. G. A. A.  
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Athletics
flue I cr-House Relay meeting was held on Saturday, 23rd July

anti I lie Sports on August Bank Holiday. On both days the conditions
were admirable, warm and windless. But the track was very rough
owing to the lack of rain and long trailing roots of grass didnot help
I lie runners. The runn i ng was far below the standard of the last two
years, there being neither good sprinters nor distance runners in any
of the three, divisions. Only one relay team was able to equal a record,
and that a second team, and the first record on the Monday did not
come till after the interval when M. Swan ran a good 660 yards. It
was a great surprise when Nicholson set up a new record in the Compo-
site Relay at the end of the day, and though they were possibly helped
by a lucky start, it was chiefly due co good baton changing. The Field
events were better; A. Munro threw a remarkable Cricket Ball,
beating G. Luckhurst's ten-year o'd record by fourteen yards, to be
the first boy to throw over 100 yards. He also set a new record for the
Hop, Step and Jump, but lost his own last year's record to J.P. Engel-
brecht in the Long Jump. In the B I. S. H. Paul showed
promise in the High Jump, and the running was comparatively better
than in the A division. There was a thrilling struggle for the Sidney
Davis Cup with Hawke and Nicholson neck and neck, until the end of the
afternoon when Nicholson won both the Composite Relays. Their
success was again due partly to the enthusiasm of Mr. E. K. Light.
Mr. R. Patrick, Director of Education, kindly presented the Cup and
prizes at the end. There was a good attendance of visitors on Bank
Holiday and there was some delay before they were rill served 'with tea.

RESULTS

A Events

100 yards-1. J. P. Englebrecht; 2. M. J. M. Kirk; 3. C. A. Papadopoulos.
11 secs..

220 yards-1. M. J. M. Kirk; 2. J. P. Engelbrecht; 3. E. I. Johansson.
24.3 secs.

440 yards-1. J. M. Dowey; 2. M. C. S. Philip; 3. D. W. Allen; 54.6 sea.
880 yards-1. D. W. Allen; 2. D. A. G. Hardy; 3. K. J. Cormack. 2 mins.

14.1 secs.
One Mile-1. D. W. Allen; 2. R. J. Truran; 3. M. C. S. Philip.' 5 mins.

6.2 secs.
120 yards Hurdles-i. G. L. Smith and H. C. Plough; 3. R. G. D'Ahl.

19.3 secs.
Long Jump-1. J. P. Engelbrecht, 2. A. Munro, 3. R. G. D'Ahl. 20 feet

1 142 inches. (Record).
High Jump-1. J. P. Engelbrecht; 2. C. A. Papadopoulos; 3. F. J. S. Phillips.

5 feet 3 inches.
Cricket Ball-1. A. Munro; 2. P. R. St. J. Cox; 3. D. 0. L. Drummond.

112 yards 8 inches. (Record).
Hop, Step and Jump-1. A Munro; 2. J. P. Engelbrecht; 3. H. C. Plough.

40 feet 11 y2 inches. (Record).

Putting the Shot-1. R. J. Rodda; 2. J. J. Needham-Clark; 3. N. P. Saunders-
Francis. 32 feet 8 inches.

Obstacle Race-1. H. C. Plough; 2. A. Munro; 3. J. Redman.
Tug of War-I. New House; 2. Hawke; 3. Rhodes and Scott.

B Events

100 yards-1. I. Sarikas; 2. J. A. Sands; 3. J. W. Winter. 11 secs.
220 yards-1. I. Sarikas; 2. J. A. Sands; 3. C. J. Stewart. 24.9 secs.
440 yards-1. I. Sarikas; 2. J. W. Winter; 3. C. J. Stewart and J. A.

"Sands, 55.6 secs.
880 yards-1. J. W. Winter; 2. S. H. L. Engelbrecht; 3. I. W. Herd. 2 mins.

21.4 secs.
One Mile-I. J. W. Winter; 2. I. W. Herd; 3. C. J. Stewart. 5 mins.

18.3 secs.
120 yards Hurdles-I. I. S. H. Paul; 2. J. A. Sands; 3. J. W. Winter.

19.1 secs.
Lond Jump-1. J. W. Winter; 2. C. J. Stewart; 3. J. A. Sands. 17 feet 1%

inches.
High Jump-1. I. S. H. Paul; 2. R. S. Brierley; 3. C. J. Stewart. 5 feet'

(Record).
Cricket Ball-1. D. I. K. Robertson; 2. J. F. Bristow; 3. J. A. Sands. 73

yards 1 foot 4 inches.
Hop, Step and Jump-1. I. S. H. Paul; 2. I. Sarikas; 3. J. W. Winter.

35 feet 4 inches.
Tug of War-1. Nicholson and Scott; 3. Hawke.

C Events

100 yards-1. J Yarinakis; 2. A. G. Tsipouras and K. D. Price. 12.1 secs.
220 yards-1. J. Yarinakis; 2. K. D. Price; 3. A. G. l'sipouras. 27.8 secs.
660 yards-1. M. Swan; 2. K. D. Price; 3. H. G. Clarke. 1 min. 45.1 secs.

(Record).
90 yards Hurdles-1. I. B. Coutts; 2. M. Swan; 3. P. B. Powles. 15 secs.
Long Jump-1. J. Yarinakis; 2. A. S. Maxwell; 3. M. Swan. 15 feet 5 inches
High Jump-1. J. Yarinakis; 2. Plenderlcith; 3. I. B. Coutts. 4 feet 3'/2

inches.
Cricket Ball-I. A. L. 0. Wirths; 2. J. Yarinakis; 3. R. V. Sargant. 66

yards 2 feet.

A Relay Events

Composite 1st Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Rhodes; 3. Clive. 4 mins. 16.6
secs. (Record).

Composite 2nd Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Rhodes; 3. Hawke. 4 mins.
24.7 secs.

4 x 110 1st Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Hawke; 3. Rhodes. 48.3 secs.
4 x 110 2nd Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Scott; 3. Rhodes. 49.1 secs. (Equals

Record).
4 x 220 1st Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Hawke; 3. Clive. 1 min. 40.6 secs.
4 x 220 2nd Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Scott; 3. Clive. 1 mins 43.3 secs.
4 x 440 1st Teams-1. Clive; 2. Rhodes; 3. New House. 3 mins. 48.5 secs.
4 x 440 2nd Teams-1. Scott; 2. Nicholson; 3. Rhodes. 3 mins. 58.9 secs.

x 880-1. Scott; 2. Rhodes; 3. Nicholson. 9 mins. 25.5 secs.
Mile Medley-I. Hawke; 2. Nicholson; 3. Clive. 4 mins. 2.3 secs.
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B Relay Events
4 / 110 1st Teams-1. Hawke; 2. Nicholson; 3. Clive. 50.6 secs.
4 x 110 2nd Teams-1. Hawke; 2. Rhodes; 3. Scott. 54.5 secs.
4 x 220 1st Teams-1. Hawke; 2. Nicholson; 3. Clive. 1 min. 46.6 secs.
4 x 220 2nd Teams-1. Hawke, 2. Rhodes; 3. New House. 1 min. 53.6 secs.
Obstacle Team Race-1. Hawke; 2. Scott; 3. Rhodes.

C Relay Events
4 x 110 1st Teams-1. Hawke; 2. Scott; 3. Rhodes. 56.1 secs.
4 x 110 2nd Teams-1. Clive; 2. Scott; 3. Rhodes. 58.4 secs.
4 x 220 1st Teams-1. Nicholson; 2. Hawke; 3. Clive. 2 mins. 0.3 secs.
4 x 220 2nd Teams-1. Rhodes; 2. Scott; 3. Clive. 2. mins. 5.9 secs.

100 yards under 13. 1. A. S. Maxwell; 2. B. H. Figenschou and K.
Stewart. 12.9 secs.

4 x 110 Inter-School Relay-i. Prince of Wales; 2. Duke of York;
3 Parklands. 55.2 secs.

100 yards Old Boys-1. A. Drummond; 2. B. Purves; 3. G. W. Outram.
11.6 secs. Standard Times-A 1. Nicholson; 2. Rhodes; 3. Hawke.

B 1. New House; 2. Nicholson; 3. Hawke.
C 1. Scott; 2. Nicholson; 3. New House.

Sidney Davis Challenge Cup. Nicholson, 280; Hawke, 256%; Scott, 174 tA ;
Rhodes, 173; Clive, 113 %; New House, 85 %.

Cross Country
A Race
	 B Race

10th November
	 8th November

1. G. R. Ryan, Hawke, 31.18
	

1. A. B. Allen, Hawke, 32.15
2. D. W. Allen, Hawke, 31.49

	
2. R. J. Truran, Nicholson, 32.49

3. S. Georgulas, New, 32.53
	

3. J. E. Ne], Rhodes, 33.48
4. M. J. Kirk, Nicholson, 33.25 4. G. G. Wollen, Rhodes, 33.52
5. D. A. G. Hardy, Clive, 34.18 5. I. F. Cuthill, Scott, 33.56
6. T. G. Price, Rhodes, 34.27

	
6. B. R. Hatfield, Clive, 34.07

7. H. M. May, Scott, 34.28
	

7. M. E. Holmes, Clive, 34.08
8. R. G. D'Ahl, New, 34.29

	
8. A. G. Francis, Scott, 34.41

9. M. C. S. Philip, Scott, 34.32 9. T. L. Coomber, New, 34.53
10. P. J. Fox, Hawke, 34.34

	
10. J. A. Sands, Nicholson, 35.14

1. Hawke	 . 207	 1. Scott .	 . 255
2. Rhodes	 . 243	 2. Nicholson . 265
3. Nicholson . 282	 3. New House . 273
4. Scott .	 . 327	 4. Hawke	 . 305
5. New House . 377	 5. Clive .	 . 362
6. Clive .	 . 422	 6. Rhodes	 . 389

Navy Cup-1. Hawke; 2. Nicholson; 3. Scott; 4. Rhodes;
5. New House; 6. Clive.

Relay Race A-1. Nicholson, 57.26; 2. Rhodes, 57.38; 3. Hawke,
57.44.

Relay Race B-1. Rhodes, 60.00; 2. Nicholson, 61.2; 3. Hawke,
62.02.

Association Football
At the beginning of the term Association Football was granted

the status of a Major Game, to rank equally with Cricket. In spite
of many other activities during the term the XXII has had a satisfactory
amount of practice, and several matches have been played which have
revealed considerable improvement, both in team-work and individual
play. The chief weaknesses have been failure to take advantage of
older teams with less staying-power by keeping the ball moving on the
ground, and failure to make openings in front of goal by means of
accurate through-passes. On the other hand, control of the ball,
heading and kicking except in front of goal have all improved, and this
progress in individual skill bodes well for the future.

In the first XI T. W. Weaver has been outstanding in goal. D. N.
Balson (right-back), G. J. du Toit (centre-half) and R. A. G. Jones
(left-half) worked particularly hard in defence, though the passes of
halves and backs to the forward line lacked accuracy and anticipation.
The forward line kept the play among them for long periods, the inside-
forwards working hard between the halfway line and their opponents'
penalty area, but they failed too often in front of goal after beating the
defence.

Against the Alliance High School the XI were unlucky on a ground
which was like a skating rink for football boots, but we expect a better
performance in the return match.

In the second XI A. J. B. Fouche(right-back) and N. P. Saunders-
Francis (left-half) were especially useful. P. E. Toft played well in
goal and G. Efstathiou was the most promising of the forwards. We
are grateful to Mr. David Mackie, captain of the Caledonians team,
and to other members of the Club who on several occasions have come
along to give much-valued coaching to the XXII.

1st XI Results
School 2. Command Pay H. Q. I. Won.
School 3. Military Hospital 0. Won.
School 4. 2nd Echelon H.Q. 1. Won.
Alliance H. S. 3. School 0. Lost.
School 3. 2nd Echelon H.Q. 1. Won.
School 1. R.A.O.C. 3. Lost.

2nd XI Results
School 0. Staff 3. Lost.
School 1. Military Hospital 2. Lost.
Military Hospital 1, School 2. Won.
School 1. R.A.O.C. 5. Lost
Military Hospital 5. School 0. Lost.
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First XI

J. P. Engelbrecht (capt-colours 49), R. C. Smith (Vice-captain-
colours 48), D. N. Balson (colour, 48), G. J. du Toit (colours 49),
T. W. Weaver (colours 49), R. A. G. Jones (colours 49), R. N. Finniss,
R. A. Maxwell, C. Georgulas, B. C. Durand, B. Zagoritis.

Second XI

C. A. Papadopoulos (captain), P. E. Toft, A. J. B. Fouche, G. L.
Smith, J. H. Jones, A. E. Sakelaris, N. P. Saunders-Francis, H. E.
Cohn, M. W. Jansen, G. Efstathiou, N. I. Constantinides.

Hockey
Although it is not this School's hockey term, hockey is in full

swing in Kenya, and particularly in Nairobi where several members
of the Staff are playing regularly in League teams. The newly-formed
Hockey Association of Kenya, to which the School is affiliated, recently
held trials to select a Combined Schools XI. These were organised by
Mr. E. I. Gledhill, 'former Housemaster of Nicholson. Though
lacking practice, A. Munro, D. N. Balson, H. W. Ehrlich, M. J. M.
.Kirk, P. D. Owen-Thomas, R. C. Smith and H. W. Storm played well
in the Trials (for which N. P. Saunders-Francis, A. Sakelaris and G.
R. Ryan were reserves), and the first five of these boys were selected
for the XI which played the Hockey Association at the Railway Club
on 29th October. The adults' greater skill and experience overwhelmed
the Schools in the first half (6-1), but the boys gave a better account
of themselves after the interval, showing improved combination, to
lose 3-7. All our boys acquitted themselves well, Owen-Thomas
scoring the School's three goals.

A. Munro was chosen to play for the Settlers against the Officials
at Parklands on 5th November. This is a signal honour for a school-
boy of which the School may justly be proud, and which Munro by
his consistently outstanding performances over the past three years
has richly deserved.

GOVERNMENT ROAD
P.O. BOK 578	 NAIROBI	 Phone 2339

The ideal gift is one of our gift tokens
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Boxing 
The standatd of Boxing  ha^ steadily improved in the last iwo years, 

as was seen in the Inter-House Competicion. There were only one 
or two poor fights in I he programme, and most boucs were conxested 
in a true spdrtsmadtke manr~er. The best fight of the Liay was between 
J E Mooie and J Redman, who won the medal for the b e ~ i  loser. 
Both gave a display of skill and clever footwork, with Moore sligh~ly 
the superior. L S. Langmead, who won the Cup for .<he be;( style, 
shows promise of going a long way in t h ~ s  sport, hut should get ou.i of 
the habit of jumping around the ring too much. Our warm thanks go 
to Mr. J. W. H. Riddell, who refereed the competition and co Sgt. 
Lomas who coached us. Results: 

A. B. Allen, Hawke, beat I. P. Colquhoun, Nicholson. 
D. B. White, Clive, beat n. J. Chapman, Nicholson 
A. Sakelaris, New, beat D. W. Allen, EIawke 
R. Newall, Clive, beat R. W. Brcsler, Scott 
J, E. Moore, Nicholson, beat J. Redman, S c m  
L. S. Langrnead, Rhodes, beat C. G. D. Brown, Nichol~on 
M. C. S. Philip, Scott, W.O. P. R. St. J. Cox, Nicholson 
J. I). Grigor, New, beat G. G. Robinson, Scott 
A. Munro, Nicholson, beat R. J. Rodda, Scott 

Final FIIO~ISB l'lucir~~~s-New Iiousc, 31; Scott, 28%; Nicholson, 
Hawke, 2 1 ; Rhocles ant1 (:live, 19 '/iL. 

Triangular Tournament 
On Saturday, 5th November we had as our guests boys from St. 

Mary's and Duke of York Schools in an indiv~dual compe-~icion. 
This was mainly for boys under fifieen years of age. The idea was to 
encourage youngsters to take part in "rhe noble art." Resulls: 
R. Bond, Prince ot Wales, beat A. Colquhoun, Duke of York 
D. Smith, Dukc of York, beat 11. Betts, Prince of Wales 
M. J. L. Browne, Prince of Wales, bent S. Viljoen, 1)uke of York 
D. Hugo, Duke of York, bent R. Newall, I'rince of Wales 
J. Aniere, Prince of Wales, beat, J. Smit, Duke of York. 
I. P. Colquhoun, Prince of Wales, bed ?'. Stephenson, Duke of York 
T. B. Clegg, Prince of Wales, bent M. I,angcon, Dukc of York 
A. Whicelcgg, Sr. Mary's, bent 1'. Barnes, Dukc of York 
K. McCowley, St. Mary's, beat D, van Ky, Duke of York 
T. Kenny, St. Mary'., bent B. White, Duke of York 
M. Booxh, St. Mary's, beat, R. Millar, Duke of York 
J. Phayer, St. Mary's, beat A. Vaughan, Duke of York. 
A. R. Allen, Prince of Wales, bent T. Pike, St. M,~ry's 
L. Fouche, Prince of Wales, beat G. Dyus, St. Mary's 
T. Facey, St. Maxy's, beat D. B. White, Plince of W:l.lis 
A. Sdkelaris, Prince of Wrles, beat D. Boy, St. M'lrv's 
J. E. Moore, Plince of Wales, beat T. Bidnchi, St. Ma1.y'~ 
M. C. S. Philip, Prince of Wales, bent R. Ragowski, St. Mary's 
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Rugby Tour 
Lost to Thomson's Falls, 19-21; Drew with Nakuru, 9-9; Lost to 

Kitale, 3-23; Lost to Eldoret, 0-15. 

It has been a recognised custom for the T-Iockey XI  and the Rugby 
XV to go on up-country tours at the end of the first two terms of thc 
year. So on Tuesday, 2nd August the XV set out for Ndkuru. Somc 
travelled by train, some by car and others hitch-hiked. The car party 
arrived first at Nakuru and had to wait till the evening for the train 
travcllcrs to join them and everybody was allotted to their various 
billets. The firsc tnatch was to be pldyed against l'homson's 1;zills 
on the Wedtlesday, so our opponents also had a journey. All clay wc 
patrolled the strcets of Nakuru seckirig recreation, which is not casy 
to find in rhat town. But we endured until 5 p.m. when the rn'ltch 
started on the N.A.C. ground. 

The Falls brought down a strong team who played hard-very 
hard. ?'he School lacked some of the regular players, cithcr through 
injury or inability to go on the tour. Nor hatl we playctl for scvcral 
wecks. So we took somc time to settle clown. 'I'hrougl~out thc XV 
played morc as individuals than as a tcarn and 7'homson's Falls won by 
21 points to 19. A.  Mutiro scorcd thc three School tries hy hrilliz~nt 
runs. The ground was cxtrcmcly wet, ant1 the ball so heavy that 
conversions were virtually in1 possible, 

'I'hac night somc wcnt to thc pictures, others went to bccl; ticxt 
morning many were givctl rhcir lirst. iritroclilcrioti to thc mystcrics of 
billiards. But again at 5 p.m. we all ti~rrictl out for the m;~tcli 
against Nakuru. 'The School this timc settled clown cluickly ant1 playctl 
a bustling gamc. 'I'hc Forwarcls clid very wcll against a far hccrvicr 
pack and frequently hcclctl thc ball, hut the exccller~t N:tkuru loohc 
forwards saw LO it that it dlcl not often rcach thc backs. N:tkuru Itad 
fielded their Enterprise (:up tcarn ancl mlny a timc only gootl tackling 
slved the School line. Hy following it[> qi~ickly kicks ahoacl, thc School 
found that they codd circumvent [he biggcr Nakuru ttlct~ ancl. i~ w:m 
lllus that we scorcd our threc tries. A draw of nine points cnch was 
l ~ ~ g h l y  creditable to the School sirle. 

After the match therc was the usual wild dash to the Station, causccl 
Ily the usual wild rumours aho~lt the train's itllpctlding departure. 
l l l l t  actually the train did not leave tor at least an hour. Some of the 
wlwr members of the team procured bldrlkets and hat1 a comfortahlc 
1111:l1t's journey to Kitale. The Kitalc Bakery yrovidecl (he School 
wlr 11 a large and much appreciated brcaltfasr, ancl also a lunch for those 
wllc~sc hosts had not yet collected thcm. Afterwards most of us 
I~littd our way to xhe Club where a few made up their arrcan of sleep, 
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We seemed a weary crowd when we went on thz field for the third 
maich of the tour, and the hefty Kitale side seemed impregnable. 
All through the game it was obvious that the XV were not as fit as 
they had been at Nakuru, but though we were defeated by 3-23 it 
was not so one-sided as it might seem. Our forwards, though very 
poor in the line-out, won their share of the set scrums. The backs 
often looked dangerous and several good movements were started but 
they lacked cohesion and only one ended successfully. That evening 
Kitale entertained the team to a party in the Club, and though a good 
time was had by all, it did not exactly help to improve the fitness of 
the side. 

The final match of the tour was played against Eldoret on the Satur- 
day. We travelled from Kitale to Eldoret in the back of an open lorry 
shivering in the rlin. At first a tarpaulin gave us some slight protection 
but this was eventually discarded and we resigned ourselves to the 
elements. Fifteen players, chilled and numbed to the bone, climbed 
stiffly from the lorry ar Eldoret Club. Soon, however, circulations were 
restored in front of a bl~zing, fire and some resorted to other 
expedients. 

The ground resembled a duck-pond and this helped Eldoret who 
are used to playing on muddy grounds. I t  was a forwards' game and 
Eldoret showed they knew all about it. Our forwards heeled h m  most 
of the set scrums but were not so successful in the loose. Often the 
ball was unwisely heeled and our fly-half paid dearly time and again 
when the expert Eldoret loose forwards broke before the scrum-half 
could get the ball away cleanly. We were unused to these tactics and 
coniinued to heel when it would have been better to hold the ball 
in the scrum. Nor was chere any advantage of fitness to come to our 
aid. as has so often happened before. Four hard games in as many dbys, 
and lack of sleep took their toll, and ii was anexhausted team that left 
the picch with the score of 15 points againsr them. 

Our hosts quickly whisked us away to various places where we could 
bath and change, and later we all gathered at the Club for a final 
party. After an excellent dinner w: dmced until it was time to gatch 
the train. Here we must express our very grateful thanks to all the 
kind people who ente2tained us so hospitably at Nakuru, Kitale and 
Eldoret. There was the usual difficulty about the train. The Kitale 
station master who had promised to get us accommodation in the Nairobi 
train had not been able to do so, and there was only one free compart- 
ment .on the whole train. So into chis small space climbed thirteen 
rugby players and their luggage. The situation improved slightly after 
dinner as several people preferred the tables of the dining car to the 
floor of the compartment. But it was a firting end to a grand tour 
which we thoroughly enjoyed. 

M. C. S. PHILIP. 
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The Triangular Meeting 
Government Indim High School, Nairobi were invited this yeal.10 

send a team to compete against Prince of Wales and Alliance High 
School on our ground. Two competitors from each school contested 
each individual event. Before a large crowd of all races, Alliance 
High School proved themselves easily the best runners and nine of 
the twelve events were won by the Africans. So superior were they 
that in no less than six of the races the times were an improvement on 
the School record times. As our own runners were definitely below 
the standard of the last two years, many events were won by a tlistnt~cc. 
Only in the sprints were the Indians able to compctcon lcvcl terms, 
It is hoped that another yeat the competitors will prncrisc stclrts s~ on 
several occasions attempts were made to beat the gun at~tl t hc I [uatlrctl 
Yards was restarted no less ihan four timcs. I n  nll oilmr rcy,ccrr: it 
was a very pleasant meeting and it w 1s ,I gcc .~~ plr axtrrc LO wcricl~ suc.11 
excellent long dat.mcc runnu g. 

100 yards-1. G.I.H.S.; 2. A.H.S.; 3. A.1I.S. 10.Oaccs. 
220 yards-1. A.H.S.; 2. G.I.H.S.; 3. A.H.S. 23.8 sccs. 
440 yards-1. A.H.S.; 2. A.H.S.; 3. P.O.W. (I. Sarikas). 53.5 secs 
880 yards-1. A.H.S.; 2. A.H.S.; 3. P.O.W. (D.A.G. Hardy). 2 rnins. 

5.2 secs. 
One Milc-I. A.H.S.; 2. A.H.S.; 3. G.I.H.S.; 4. mins. 48.4 secs. 
High Jump-1. A.H.S.; 2. A.H.S.; 3. G.I.H.S. and P.O.W. (F. J. S. 

Phtlli~s). 5 feet 4 inches. - . . . -- - - - - - . 
Long ~;mp--1. P.O.W. (J. P. Engclbrecht) 2. A.H.S.; 3. A.H.S. and 

P.O.W. (A. Munro). 20 fect. 
Hop, Step and Jump-1. P.O.W. (A. Munro); 2. P.O.W. (J. P. Engelbrecht) 

3. A.H.S. 41 feet. 

Relay 4 .  110 yards-1. A.H.S.; 2. P.O.W.; 3. G.I.H.S. 46.2 sccs. 
Rclay 4 x  220 yards-1. A.H.S.; 2. G.I.H.S.; 3. 1j.O.W. I min. 34.7 sccs. 
Relay 4x440 yards-I. A.H.S.; 2. P.O.W.; 3. G.I.H.S. 3mins.42.2sccs. 
Relay one mile medley-1. A.H.S.; 2. P.O.W.; 3. G.I.H.S. 3 mins. 55 scc. 

Total Points-1. Alliance High School, 70 f / , ;  Princc of Walcs, 33; 3. Govern- 
ment Indian High School, 16 y2. 
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The Library
Librarians: J. G. P. EDWARDS and P. E. HEIM

current term has once more seen the Library enriched by the
generosity of benefactors. Mrs. M. B. Prentice has presented us with
a really magnificent collection of classical texts and commentaries
and a section of the Library which was very weak has overnight ac-
qiii red very considerable strength. Mr. B. D. Spencer remembered
us prior to his going on leave, and more recently we have received
a parcel of books from C. A. Yarinakis. The Headmaster has again
pruned his own library for the benefit of the School's. The Kenya
Arts and Crafts Society has most kindly loaned us some very fine
African " heads," and the Library is now fortunate in being able to
display representative selection of the works of local artists.

It is pleasing to be able to record an improvement in care shown
in the use of the Library—may such progress continue. Both books and
magazines are receiving more considerate treatment but we would
draw the attention of readers to the rules on complete silence and the
use of ink. The general request for more books on Sport will be borne
in mind and an effort will be made to increase their range. It should.
be pointed out, though, that losses in this section are normally greater
than in any other. Is there a moral to be drawn from this ?

J. G. P. E.

The Choir.
We have been most pleased to welcome a number of new basses

and tenors this term, as well as the usual entry of new boys into the
ranks of the trebles. We now have between sixty and seventy members,
and it is a good thing to see so many boys, together with members of
the staff and ladies willing to give up much of their time for the sake
of building up a really good choir.

Practising for the Christmas Carol Service has taken up most of our
time in the latter part of the term. Earlier on, Psalms were introduced
on Sunday mornings, and both the choir and the congregation soon
picked up the idea of the speech-rhythm pointing, thereby adding
much to the enjoyment of the service. Thirty or forty members of
the choir and several other boys attended the second night of the
Festival of English Church Music. It was a very interesting and en-
joyable evening.

At this time when Mr.'and Mrs. Spencer are on leave in England,
it is right that we should look back over the last three years and apprec-
iate fully the tremendous amount of energy that they both have devoted
to the musical life of the school.

Now is also the time, perhaps to lake stock of our position. Looking
ahead we realize that there is still a long way to go before the latent
musical talent in the school can enjoy full scope. We are all still laying
the foundations of what we hope will be a sound musical tradition,
and every boy who lends a hand to the task will not only thoroughly
enjoy himself; but will be doing a great service to the school.

S. P. T. H.
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Scouts
Assistant Scoutmaster: G. W. GRIFFIN

Troop Leaders: P. W. ECKHARDT and W. R. MCA: SPENCE

In August the School Scout Group was able to celebrate its first
anniversary. Though we have had our ups and downs, it has on the
whole been a very enjoyable and successful year. The numbers of the
Group are thirty Juniors and fourteen Seniors. Camping has proved
very popular and seven Camps have been held, making a total of over
twee ty night. Mary Scouts have also been on overnight hikes on
their own. Ambitious treks and Camps are being planned for Sen ter
Scouts in 1950.

Badgework has been going on apace and the Group has been able
to claim the first King's Scout badge and Bushman's Thong under the
new regulations in Kenya. A Scout Cord has also been won. An
analysis of badges is as follows: Public Service—Senior 26, Junior 19.
Special Proficiency—Senior 17, Junior 38. The Group would like to
take this opportunity of expressing its sincere gratitude to Mr. P.
Fletcher for all his help and encouragement, to all the masters who have
assisted with Badgework, and to the Bursar and the Matrons whose
co-operation has made our Camps possible.

The Band
Since the last issue of the magazine the Band has performed

competently at the Athletic Sports, the Inter-House and Inter-School
.Boxing Matches, and at the King's Day Celebrations. After the
Salute the Band played for the march past of the School Scout Group.
The Band's turn-out, playing and drill was up to its usual standard,
and the members are to be complimented on their steadiness on this
parade. Recently the Band's routine progress on Saturday mornings
has been somewhat hampered by the wire entanglements erected on
the Quad by Form 2 " Engineering "to keep lesser mortals off the rather
overworked grass.

Nominal Roll
Drum-Major—P. D. Owen-Thomas.
Bass Drum—J. S. R. White.
Tenor Drum—Cpl. S. Sargent.
Side Drums—Cpl. A. G. Francis; T. E. Dimopoulos;• W. H. Muir-

head, J. W. Winter, D. C. Mitropoulos, C. R. H. Megson.
Cymbals—E. C. Droungas.
Buglers—Sgt. D. 0. L. Drummond, Sgt. D. A. G. Hardy; L/Cpl.

P. M. Woodford; H. W. Storm, P. Fox, L. S. Langmead, B. C.
Dansie, J. N. S. Mouton, G. G. van Deventer, Sarikas. J. R. Newby,

J. R. T. Gasson, W. G. Matheson, J. A. G. Brooks.

Gramophone Records
Several records listed below have recently been added to the

School's growing collection and are available for borrowing by Boarding
Houses. All these recordings have been heard by Clive's Listener
Circle which is energetically organised by D. E. Hilbourne. It is
hoped that other Houses are equally keen in spite of the departure
from School of enthusiastic listeners like G. W. Outram. 'The records
will soon require a decent cabinet in which they can be reorganised and.
catalogued. Mr. E. J. Clarke expects to have amplifying equipment
installed in the School Hall in the near future, when them will be
every opportunity for keen musicians to do something more ambitious
for large' groups of listeners. In particular, itshould be possible for
many of the works to be heard at full orchestral volume, which has.
proved impossible in small common-rooms and private sitting-rooms.

1. British Folk Songs, sung by Stuart Robertson, David Lloyd
and the Glasgow Orpheus Choir.

2. Sea Shanties, sung by the Georgian Singers.
3. Hymns and Chorales, sung by a Boys' Grammar School Choir.
4. Solos and Choruses from " The Creation," sung by Derek

Oldham, Isobel Bane dnd the Royal Choral Society.
5. Carols, sung by Elizabeth Schumann, and the London Carol

Choir.
b. Madrigals, sung by St. George's Singers.
7. Operatic Allis, sung by Webster Booth, Dennis Noble and

Joan Hammond.
8. L'Apprenti Sorcier, by Dukas.
9. Carnaval des Animaux, by Saint-Saens.

10. Pianoforte Solos by Debussy.
11. Prelude and Fugue in G. mino„ by Bach.
12. Four discs of " The Voice of Poetry " series, recited by Edith

Evans and John Gielgud.
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Debating Society
i / deti / I 'ILE HEADMASTER	 Chairman: MR. D. S. GAMMIE

Secretary: M. C. S. PHILIP

The Society has been struggling all the year to get its meetings
laid at all—always they seem to clash with some other activity such
as a House Dance or some other popular occasion. However, by holding
some meetings on weekdays, we have managed the constitutionally
recognised number per term.

Meetings have ranged from formal debates to informal discussions
and have included such items as quizzes and literary competitions.
The debates have in turn varied from flippant to serious, including the
possibility of Prefects' Moustaches and the Status of Women. On
several occasions three or more members have given talks on subjects
of interest.

Among the more recent activities of the term has been'a Quiz, the
sides being raised from the " Scientific " and " Artistic " members
of the Society. The Artists won after an evening's struggle of question
—from Mr. Gammie—and answer—from the Society.

We have also held a debate with the Kenya High School on the
subject " The higher the status of women in a country, the higher
that country's civilisation." The School, being the visitors, opposed
the motion. The Society was ably represented by H. E. COhn. and J.
G. P. Edwards who acquitted themselves well considering the
nature of the motion. The result of the voting showed that we had
won by the narrow margin of 21 votes to 19.

Discussion Circles
Chairman: Ma. H. P. LAMONT

Secretary: B. C. J. COLEMAN

We have again been privileged to secure the services of eminent
speakers to whom we express our sincere gratitude. All the meetings
were very well attended and enthusiastic. Here is a list of lecturers
and their topics:

MAJOR RAY LEAKEY, D.S.O., M.C. and Bar, etc., came twice to
explain, in his own inimitable style, with the help of a large map he
had constructed, the early tank warfare in the western desert. How
an Aeroplane Flies was the tide of an enthralling sound film shown by
MR. jOHNN of the Shell Company. MR. SHAYLOR, Registrar of the
Supreme Court, explained lucidly what is of vital interest to every
citizen, namely the function of the Courts. DR. L. S. B. LEAKEY
(Curator of the Coryndon Museum) condensed millions of years into
about fifty minutes while expounding with eloquent mastery, the
evolution of Adam's Ancestors and Eve's Children. MR. H. P. LAMONT
described one of the most bitter and protracted combats in the first
world war, the Battle of the Somme in which he took part as a humble
foot slogger.

COLONEL DOBIE, D.S.O., T.D., commanded the First Battalion
of airborne troops. His description of the fighting at
Arnhem, where on l y thirty-four survived out of his original 700,
impressed us deeply.	 LIEUT-COMMANDER HURLE-HOBBS, a test
pilot with a long and distinguished record, traced the evolution of
test flying.' We were particularly interested in his account of testing the
first jet planes designed by Whittle and his associates. MAJOR HEATON
discussed in a most engrossing manner prisons and the problem of
reclaiming delinquents. MAJOR BEVAN, O.B.E., told us most entertain-
ingly of the tragedies and the comedies in Berlin on " D" Day and
After. COLONEL J. CORBETT (famous big game hunter) showed us
some of his excellent films depicting exciting encounters and talked to
us about his experiences. We are particularly grateful to Colonel
Corbett for coming all the way from Nyeri. COLONEL M. P. D. DEWAR,
M.B.E., gave us r very instructive exposition of Some Internal Security
Problems during the Evacuation of Palestine.

WING-COMMANDER FRANCOMBE, D.S.O., M.B.E., had to postpone
his talk owing to his sudden departure for England. The Shell Com-
pany very nobly stepped into the breach with three extremely interesting
sound films:

1. Malaria, describing the life cycle of the parasite, the life history
of the Carrier and the methods of control.
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2. M.A.C. Ship, showing the wartime conversion of an oil tanker
to an aircraft carrier and some of the difficulties offlying off
and landing on so small a ship.

3. A Tall Order, illustrating how a fractionating column, seventy-
two feet long and weighing 108 tons, was manufactured at a
Greenwich works and transported to an oil refinery in Venezuela.

BRIG-GEN. Cochrane (Chief of Staff) very kindly promised to give
us a talk, but couldn't return to Nairobi in time. We hope he will
be able to address us next term.

Senior Stamp Club
Chairman—J. G. P. EDWARDS	 Secretary—D. A. FORRESTER

Up to the time of going to press two meetings have been held this
term. At the first we tackled a competition set by Mr. Liversidge,
and the Club officers were hard put to it to maintain their reputations.
At the second meeting Mr. Fyfe very kindly gave up an evening to
talk to us on East African stamps with particular emphasis on thestamps
of the present reign. He ably demonstrated to us the interest which
can be obtained in the normal purchase of stamps over the Post Office
counter. The search for varieties and shades will be taken up with/

'added zest.
Only one meeting was held last term but the quality of that amly

atoned for our failure to provide quantity. Mrs. A. G. Bishop brought
with her a selection from her albums, the members spent an eve ing
which was more than usually instructive. Mrs. Bishop's collection
is apparently endless and we look forward to a further feast at , some
future date.

Finally, we would thank those members of the Staff, and /in par-
ticular Mr. Pearson, who have helped the Club's collection by their
gifts of stamps received on mail addressed to the School,/ We are
most grateful to Mr. L. R. Dodd, now in England, who never misses
an opportunity of sending us a " first day cover.'

J. G. P. E.

Junior Stamp Club
President: REV. I. J. MCCULLOCH	 Secretary: N. H. ADAMS

We were sorry to lose Mr. B. D. Spencer as President tut have
welcomed Rev. I. J. McCulloch in his place. Meetings are held in the
Intermediate Silence Room every Friday, and during the first ten
minutes two members gave short talks on stamps, the remainder of
the meeting being spent in " swapping." Talk- given this term
have included—N. H. Maim on " The Rarest Stamp in the World";
Gr: F. Mongardi on " Stamps in General "; K. D. Price on " Stamps
which have caused trouble." There ire six' c en member., in all, tut
other activities such as cross country practices have reduced the num-
bers present at. some meetings. Member , of the Club have been sur-
prised to find how many interesting sides there are to stamp-collectirg,
and the Club forms a good introduction to Senior Stamp Club activities
when members leave Junior and Intermediate Houses.

Natural History Club
President: MR. C. M. TAYLOR

Joint Hon. Secretaries: N. T. H. KARNEZOS and J. PATERSON

This Club meets every Monday. - Enthusiasm is such that once
again the membership has had to be limited. Activities this term have
included the collection and study of fresh-water life, the preparation
of reptile and mammal skeletons, plant experiments and the care of
the various kinds of fish in the aquaria. A rare microscopic animal in
the tropics, the brown hydra, has been collected and some difficulty
in obtaining an adequate supply of its particular diet has been exper-
ienced owing to the drying up of streams. Visits to the Coryndon
Museum have been particularly enjoyed by everyone.

P. T. Club
We have grown in numbers considerably since last term. A few

more Seniors have joined, but there are many more in the Junior team.
Seniors: A. Munro, J. Redman, D. N. Balson, B. Zagoritis, P. D.
Owen-Thomas, P. V. Roberts, G. L. Smith, R. G. D'Ahl, P. W.
Eckhardt. Juniors: I. B. H. Alderson, B. M. H. Megson, K. A.
Eckhardt, J. L. Daniel, J. G. Bell, H. J. Linnet, I. P. Colquhoun,
J. Aniere, D. T. Peal. The Senior Team gave an agility display on
King's Day which was a great success in spite of the fact that some of
the team were absent owing to injuries and illness. We hope that more
boys will join next year as most of the Senior team will have left School.
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Golf Club
Caphritt: MR. J. H. STEWART	 Secretary: D. E. POWRIE

'Ills term has been a very successful one for the Club. By Decem-
ber we shall have participated in at least three golfing events. On
2nd October; Karen Country Club held an open competition for boys
under eighteen. H. J. A. Paul the winner, was presented with a cup,
and D. B. White was the runner-up. On Sunday, 6th November
a party of golfers went up to Gilgil to represent the School in a friendly
match. Gilgil won by four matches in the morning, and the School
by two marches in the afternoon. Our thanks must go to the Captain
of Gilgil Club for the organisation of such a pleasant day's game.

,On 19th November we held a Stableford Competition, playing off
three-quarters handicap, for the prize of a club. Members have been
playing regularly this :erm and we welcome any newcomer to the Club
whether he has played before or not. We must thank Mr. Stewart
who has done so much for us this term.

Wireless Club
)?resident: MR. R. W. WALMSLEY	 Secretary: R. J. RODDA

This term has seen far greater development and keenness in the
Wireless Club than before. Although our numbers have not appreci-
ably increased, our Club room is being used far more than in the past
and there is hardly a spare moment when it is not in use. We st
have our weekly meetings, during which the President either lectu
on the working of some complicated con tratpion or gives us individ al
advice about the building and repairing of our sets. In the year of
our existence we have built up a really efficient Club room with the
requisite amount of tools and are some forty strong. We invyte all
interested to came along nex. year.

Staff Entertainment
FOR the second year in succession the School has been entertained—
and royally entertained—by the Staff on the last Saturday of the second.
term. If the School Fund gets into low water, the Staff can always
give a public performance and we will be on our feet in no time.

" Item Won " was " an attempt to surpass the Elijah " sung by the
male voice quartette—Messrs. Knight, Spencer, Houldsworth and
Hurst—assisted or interpreted by Mr. Sim who opened the show with
a cricket performance. " Item Too " was a clever sketch by Mr.
and Mrs. Gilboy who impersonated an Army Officer and an A.T.S.
private, the whole performance being in dumb show. Everyone
followed their amazingly descriptive actions with great delight.

" Item Free " was a duet sung by Mrs. Sim and Mrs. Pearson;.
they were not only " naughty and nice " but most certainly put it
across the " Cabbage Patch " though the writer deplores their low
taste in their choice of Houses. There followed a technical 'itch, and
Mr. Gilboy gallantly filled the breach with some soulful poetry. Just
as he had got his teeth into it—or did he spit them into it ?—two fright-
fully jolly types, Messrs. Chadwick and Houldsworth, interrupted him
but the poet though making heavy weather under their broadsides
ploughed on to the bitter end

" Item Foive " was a sketch by Mr. Daft, who with the help of
Charlie (Sim) sharpened a knife. He then gave us his version of a ,
landlady blowing out a candle, performed with great expression. Mrs.'
Pearson entranced us all with her " spotlight serenades " and it was
a pity she did not give us the encore which the School clamoured for.
However she sang again later in the progr_mme and we cannot believe
she really needs a " gun to get her man."

" Item Severn " was a one-act play entitled " World without Men,"
featuring Mrs. Daft, Mrs. Hurst, Miss R. H. Wilson, Mrs. Fletcher,
Mrs. Gilboy, Mrs. Sim and Miss E. D. Wilsor. We realised plainly
what a world without men would be like and shudder at the possibility,
though we would not mind being the only man remaining (but not
with Mrs Smith). " Item Ate ' was a brilliant burlesque of two
famous ballet dancers by Mr. and Mrs. Gilboy. We feel that these
two are wasting their talent here—they should go and take Danny
Kaye's job between them. I can imagine so well Mr. Gilboy in " A
Hymn to the Sun " and what a wonderful " Dying Swan " his wife
would make. They were extremely funny. The Staff then presented
" MacHam " in " For Seens." The cast included the " Three Tiches,"
Messrs. Clarke, Daft and Pearson, who were caught smoking by
Prefects Knight and McCulloch. We enjoyed Mr. Chadwick's personal
remarks. The Banquet Scene in Macbeth became Cock House
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Supper, a somewhat " corny " burlesque by Messrs. Chadwick and
Gilboy. This scene ended on a note of brevity at Mr. Clarke's expense.
" The End of Term " was a hilarious end to the play ; Messrs. Gilboy
and Daft fought erratically and Mr. Pearson declaimed over the dead
body of Macbeth.

The " Larst Item," named " The Kenya High School for Boys,"
was a fitting end to the show. We saw the Dhobi House on Saturday
morning with Messrs Watson, Stewart and David as the dhobis. The
song describing the unpleasantness of the job of washing the School's
unpleasant laundry was a great success. But the fun and games were
cut short by the entry of the Wicked Bursar—Mr. Liversidge—in
gents' natty sportswear carrying a Wicked Whip. In answer to the
dhobis' appeal for more money the Wicked Bursar, looking like a
Wicked Squire, delivered a dirty ditty with great gusto and a super-
cilious leer. But he was laid low by the handsome P.T. Master—
Algernon the Muscle-Man or Mr. Daft—who with his foot on the
chest of the Wicked Bursar told us in song, though utterly exhausted,
how we too could have a body like his. The Headmaster (Mr. Barton)
and the Head Prefect (Mr. Gilboy) were ludicrous in the extreme
and very funny. Mr. Riddell as the Headmaster's daughter simpered
his (her) way through the nonsense and we cannot decide whether
he (she) ran away with the Head Prefect or remained with " Algy
darling." Finally over the Wicked Bursar's dead body the whole
cast sang a farewell song, which we much appreciated, to the tune of
Auld Lang Syne.

P. M. W.

Joseph Thomson
An African Explorer

Born in Dumfriesshire in 1858, Joseph Thomson grew up with the
sole ambition of going to Africa, to follow in the footsteps of his
boyhood's hero, David Livingstone. At the age of twenty he passed
out of Edinburgh University, and in the same year he was appointed
geologist and naturalist to the Royal Geographical Society's expedition
to East-Central Africa.

On 1911 May 1879, the expedition left the coast but at Behobeho,
in the Rufiji valley the leader, Keith Johnston, died of dysentery and
malaria. Thomson with characteristic determin itien refused to return,
but took command and continued the journey. He successfully con-
ducted the little party to the north end of Lake Nyasa, and from there
he turned north to Lake Tanganyika, reaching Ujiji by the new year.
Although his work was completed, Thomson began to explore the
Ulna country on the west side of the lake. The natives there were
hostile, and twice Thomson had to show his and icious courage.
Once he walked up and down, unarmed, in front of a line of howling
natives brandishing spears, while he parleyed with their chief. Again,
when he was completely surreurded, only the quietness and determin-
ation of the patty eventually dispersed the suspicious natives.

Retracing his steps, Thomson discovered Lake Rukwa at the south
end of Lake Tanganyika. At last he set out for the coast where he
arrived at Bagamoyo. By 19th July Kirk reported his arrival at
Zanzibar and in August Thomson was back in London. Of this
expedition—his first in Africa—the most striking feature wis, that, of
150 porters with whom he set out, he brought back 149.

Between 1880 and 1882 Thomson led an expedition for Sultan
Bargash of Zanzibar to report on the supposed coal-beds in the River
Rovuma. However, they turned out to be merely bituminous shale.
Then he was offered the leadership of another expedition to Africa.
He was requested by the Royal Geographical Society to traverse the
region through the dangerous Masai-land to Lake Victoria, and on
15th March 1883, he left Mombasa with 115 porters. Thomson
crossed the Njiri desert reaching Moshi and the slopes of Kilimanjaro.
Proceeding round the south-west flank of the mountain, he soon came
into contact with the Masai.

He found them arrogant and quick to take offence, but not unreason-
able. But as he proceeded north-westwards, he encountered a growing
hostility. When almost due west of the mountain he decided to
retreat, and in the middle of the night he broke camp, stealing back
through the bush to Taveta. Quite reasonably, his porters now refund
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to move, rather than venture back among the dreaded Masai, but Thom- 
son soon regained their confidence with his t an  and fmmness. In 
July he made a second attempt. This time he stluck towards the High- 
lands from the north-eat side of K~fimfUIjdr0. From now on Thomson 
was in continual danger, with the feaear of bloodshed or possibly the 
massacre of his whole party. He oPen posed as a " laibon " or medicine 
man and this saved his life. 

He had two special turns; one was done with his false teeth, 
but the second with " magic liquid " was the more impressive. After 
many incantations over some myste~ious concoction he would signal 
for a gun to be fired, and at the same time he dropped some Epsom 
Salu into :.he liquid. At the sudden effervescence the watching 
warriors would recoil in alarm and astonishment. Despite his prestige, 
however, Thomson had to suffer many personal examinations, and on 
one occasion a young warrior who had sccn the tooth-trick pulled at 
his nose to see if that would come ofF too. Meanwhile Thomson 
remained on dignified tcrmf; wil h thc cldcra, but he was greatly re- 
lieved when he cvcntually rcachctl Kikuyu country. 

In Scptcmbcr hc arrivcd at I,akc Naivasha, and pushing onnorth- 
wards hc passcd, and namcd, the Abcrdare mountains, discovering 
the magnific~nt waterfall known as Thomson's Falls. Then he snuck 
east to the foot-hills of Mount K a y ?  wbere he came into contnc; wth 
more M~ssi, md as his reputdiion as a " laibon " was wearmg danger- 
ously chin, he broke away at night. After a hard but uneventful 
journey he discovered Lake Baringo. The passage of the Elgeyo, 
Nandi and Kavirondo country to Lake Victoria, r hough reputed danger- 
ovs, was crossed relatively easily. There was only one incident with 
the natives, when Thomson managed to get away withoui using his 
guqs, and in December he reached the Lake. - 

He was tempted to continue to the Nile, but as his stock of goods 
walr running low, and there were rumours of a native war ahead, he 
turned norrhwards to Mount Elgon and then eastwards back to Lake 
Baringo. In February 1884 he set out for the coast, but he was now 
lacked with disease. At Naivasha he nearly died of dyserr.ery, and was 
again desperately ill on the brink of the Highlsmds. His stares were 
exhausted and he found the " nyika " beyond Tsavo in lfi: gnp of a 
farmne. In Thomson's own words, 1i  was " a skin-bag, drawn tightly 
over a skeleton " that eventually reached Mombasa in June. He had 
accomplished whai was thought to be impsiblc. 

In 1885 Thomson undenook another expedition up the Niger, 
and overland to Sokoto; and later in 1888 for pleasdre through 
Morocco, when he explored part of the Atlas range. In 1890-1 Thom- 
son was in the service of the British South Africa Company, when he 
successfully led another expedition. Starting from Quilimane in Portu. 
guese Easi Africa, he traversed rhe region between the lakes Nyasa 

\ 

and Bangweulu and the River Zambesi. It was therc that Thomson 
cleverly duped the Portuguese who dt that tlmc were not on veiy friendly 
teims with *he British. 

In the guise of a peaceful trader he pas~ed th~ough ihcir territory 
at gieat risk, and it was not till he was safely over the frontier thai the 
Portuguese realised they had let a treaty-making envoy pass through 
their land. I t  was only then that a few futile shots were fired. During 
this expedition Thomson made several treaties with the native poten- 
tales of what is now Norlhern Rhodesia, giving political, tlading and 
mining rights to the Chartered Company. In all Thomson covered 
over 1,000 miles of hitherto unexplored country, but it ruined his 
constitutioh. In 1893 he visited South Africa for his health, but lo no 
avail, for he died in London on 2nd August 1895, at the comparatively 
young age of thirty-seven. 

Of Thomson's career in Afiica two outstanding things are wolth 
noting, Throughout all his expeditions he never killed a single African; 
in those days that speaks much for Thom3on's character and able 
leadership. Again, he did his best to tone down the glowing mpom 
of the economic potentialities, which other explorers had given, of 
Central Africa. His beliefs were discredited by many authorities 
as unfounded statcmenrs, but he was in some circumstancu entirely 
corrtc.. Undoubredly, Thornson was one of the greatest of the African 
explorers. He could comprehend ni a glance the natural features of 
the country through which he passed, and couplcd with this, he had 
undaunted courage, an unusual promptness of decision, and a for- 
bearing and patient disposition which carried him through the greatest 
dangers and earned him the wide respect of all he met. 
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Papiamento Pastel
A Visit to Curacao

Cumulus clouds stuttered across the blue heavens. The day was
c lear and warm, the sun beating down on the throbbing ship and shim-
mering blindly on the ship. Slowly over the Eastern horizon appeared
a small islani. This was Curacao forty miles from Venezuela, the
island of the orange curacao world-famed drink, a Dutch Colony
now, discovered in 1479 by Hojida, a barren flat rock completely
neglected by nature. In 1527 the Spaniards came and s: ayed for over
one hundred years; then in 1634 the Dutch gaited peso ision which
they have retained to this day. Curacao was colonised only eighteen
years before Van Reibeeck discovered the Cape. Three hunched
years ago these same Caribbean waters saw the ships of the GI ntlemen
cf Fortune, the same west wind had filled the sails of pirates, flying
the Jolly Roger. Those were the days when life was cheap—a guilder
was worth more.

By four in. the afternoon we were wallowing in the swell just outside
the entrance to St. Anna Harbour. From a signal station on the top
of a small hill behind the town the brilliant flashing of a morse light
signalled us permission . to enter. In a very short time a small motor
boat with the pilot puts out towards us. As it leaves the protection
of the land, the sea mercilessly tosses it in all directions from one swell
to another and the little craft bobs like a cork. The water is a most
unusual blue, a deep blue, richly inviting, cool, .. . the flesh white
spray flung on the blue by the boat makes a contrast, sharp and lovely
. . . the pilot boards us and we start forward once more.

The sun, now moving towards the end of its arc, shines with the
soft light of evening, on the scattered lines of houses on the hillside;
these houses painted in bright colours, red, orange, yellow, with
tinges of blue and green, each outlined in black or white, seem unreal,
like a page from a child's picture book. The narrow entrance opens
out before us. As we move in, the ancient walls of the town, built by the
first settlers to be safe from invaders—the first stones of Curacao's
history—pass by. The blue waves break, crashing on the green
seaweed-covered stones, with a spray of white foam, draining through
the slits where the archers of old had crouched, ready to loose their
arrows. A pontoon bridge is opening, named Queen Emma by the
inhabitants after one of Holland's Queens. We slip past Willemsted,
capital of Curacao, and main port on the right, and a suburb called
Overzidze on the left; on past native fishing boats moored alongside
the water front, the outdoor cafes, past small ships unloading food into
barges, and on into the Schottegat, or Inner Harbour, of Sc. Anna.
Here we turn and move slowly past a dirty black tanker alongside

Prinz Hendrik wharf; where we are made fast. Almost immediately,
the oil pipe lines were on board and fixed, pouring oil into the nearly
empty fuel tanks.

Looking around the natural harbour, a somewhat unexpected sight
strikes the eye—the water is covered with thick greasy oil, and littered
with floating rubbish. Filthy black tankers load and unload oil. These
ships bring the crude oil from the wells in Venezuela to be processed.
Behind the hat bour sprawl the ugly monstrous refineries, resembling
some fearful prehistoric nightmare . . . lowers of smoke from the
fires rise thickly into the sky. Oil is Curacao's living; " No oil—
no life " as a native of the island remarked to us.

We finished tea quickly and hurried ashore. We were some way
from the town and luckily got a lift in a motor boat which dropped us
near the fishing schooners, away from the dirt of the harbour. From
the bank, looking through the rigging and swaying mots of the boats,
and hearing the lapping of the water along the sides, we might have been
in a French fishing village. Then jusi. as suddenly as the change from
the gloom of the harbour to the continental atmosphere, came another
change as we walked into the main street and shopping centre of Curacao.
Now we were in the East—the resemblance was most striking! The
main street of Willemstad was narrow, so narrow that only one car
could pass through at a time. The shops had open fronts, with their
wares crowded on to the pavements. It was comparatively cool and
dark after the open sea. The buildings closed overhead and the slant-
ing sun cast sharp shadows. EN/try shop had an awning to shade it
from the midday sun—for most of the shop was outside. Colourful
signs, sketches and patterns were everywhere. The roads were nor
very clean and stray tykes wandered amongst people of all races. There
were black, yellow and white, all mingling together freely.

We walked into an Antique shop and asked the Dutchman behind
the counter the cost of a piece of Holland plate. It had a beautiful
design, done in a clear light blue. He brought it down for us and
said that it cost—twenty pounds! Outside once more we threaded
our way between the singing crowds; I could hear a queer mixture of
a 1 nguage that seemed spoken most. Later I found this to be Papia-
mento, a kind of island Esperanto. This is the everyday language of
the people of Curacao, and consists of a mixture of English, Dutch and
Spanish. We continued to wander around the streets of Willemstad,
watching the time. Most of the other streets were wider, and we saw
massy more cars than we had in the main street. Eventually we emerged
again on to the water front. This was at right-angles to the harbour
entance channel and looked like a canal. Moored all along the edge
of the road were little boats, carrying vegetables and fruit from the
islands of Aruba and Bonaire. In front of each boat was erected a
stall, with an awning that kept the sun out and the flies in. This was the
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vegetable market and smelt like it. There was one thing I noticed—
there were no beggar. However expensive the place was, no one seemed
to lack money. Happiness seemed to affect the place, everyone was
happy.

At the end of the market we turned a corner and found ourselves
back where we had started, near the schooners. Walking along the
water front we came to the Queen Emma pontoon bridge, just about to
be opened. The last pedestrian rushed across and the policeman
pushed down the barrier across the road. A small boat with an engine,
which was attached to the second pontoon, began to pull it away.
Suddenly a crack appeared in the bridge which slowly widened. At
last the bridge was open. A large Dutch tanker steamed out into the
open sea. While the bridge was open, a ferry carried people who were
in a hurry across to the other side for a small sum of money. Those
who wore no shoes were ferried free so the inhabitants all took their
shoes off and carried them in their hands.

Our ship was on the other side, three or four miles away, and time
was getting on, so we walked as fast as we could in the general direction
of the Harbour. The road we took climbed a hill into the residential
part of the town. Very soon we were lost as to which way to go.
We asked a local in our best pidgin English the way to Prinz Hendrik
wharf. " Prinz Hendrik wharf ? " he answered, screwing up his face,
" but there is no such place. Where you want to go ? " " Prinz
Hendrik wharf " we answered. He shook his head sadly. " No such
place, please," he said. On further enquiry we found that our ship
also did not exist. Greatly perturbed at the disappearance of both our
ship and the dock, we walked on. The next moment a large American
car drew up beside the pavement and a man leaned out. " Like a lift ? "
he said.

The moment the door shut behind us, the car jumped forward with
a roar and sped round a sharp corner, the tyres screaming . . . we
rus. hed up this road which seemed to lead to the sky. In silence we
prayed, as the speedometer needle went higher and higher . . . sud-
denly we stopped with a screech of brakes. Looking over his shoulder
I saw the ship, far, far below at the foot of the lava cliff. We were only
two feet from the edge . . . " Sorry " he said, and backed without
warning. We were thrown forward, then upwards as we passed over
the edge of the pavement and knocked over a dustbin . . . then a
rush of wind and we were going again. We followed a road down the
cliff side, and found ourselves at the bottom, much to our surprise and
joy—and there was the ship. With three minutes to spare we rushed up
the gangway.

Two hours later—for we had been delayed—the hawsers were cast
off, and we drifted away from the wharf. Darkness had fallen. But
night in Willemstad is almost day, for the burning fires of waste from the

refineries cast a deep, blood-red glow in the sky, reflected in the oily
water in a rainbow of colours. A continual roar, which rose to a [earful
rumble and fell to a low growl, went on unceasingly. We slipped past
the hulks of sleeping ships into the channel ; the l ights of Wigemstad
and Overzidze twinkled brightly. Moving lights on the water showed
the bridge as it opened. A slight breeze made the night cool and now
away from the roar the darkness was quiet and calm . . . Curacao
by night was far beater than by day. And as the lights disappeared,
I repeated to myself the words that seemed somehow to sum up all

that I had seen and heard that day on that unusual little island . . .
" Papiamento Pastel."

The Typhoon
In August 1937 we were living on the top floor of the Peninsular

Hotel at Kowloon. It is shaped like an H with the cross-pieces longer
than the uprights. My mother and father had the end room in the
corridor, this being at the tip of one of the parallel wings. I was in
the next room to theirs, sharing it with my Chinese amah. The Penin-
sular is one of the finest hotels in the Far East. The ground floor con-
sists of ballrooms, reception rooms and restaurants. The other seven
floors contain 700 bedrooms, with bath rooms and sitting rooms at-
tached. It is built of reinforced concrete and so was tremendously
strong, a fact we were to be extremely thankful for later.

Wednesday dawned; the sky was overcast and Signal No. 5 was
up on the typhoon warning mast. My mother and father went over
to Hong Kong during the day and whilst they were out, Signal No.6
went up. This meant that everyone should stay at home, and when
No. 7 was hoisted, all windows and doors should be closed and barri-
caded. This happened at 5 p.m. My parents had returned and my
old amah was, I remember, extremely relieved. At six I had my supper,
went to bed at seven and sleep soon found me a willing captive.

Two o'clock on Thursday morning the typhoon rocket went off.
A worse moment for a typhoon to sweep over Hong Kong cannot

be imagined. The harbour was crowded with ships which had had
to leave Shanghai on account of the Japanese occupation: with ships
waiting to go to Shanghai, together with the usual floating community
to be found at any Chinese post.

I was woken up by my mother slamming all the windows shut to
try to keep out the torrential downpour of rain from the room. It had
no effect whatever. On asking for my father, I was told he was all
right. Years later, I learnt that on being awoken and told that a typhoon

I. C. RODGER
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was upon us, he merely grunted, " So what ? I can't stop it, can I ? "
and went to sleep again. My room began to get flooded so my mother
took me and my amah two floors down to the room of a friend of hers.
This was also flooded so we went to the first floor and sat in the main
corridor. The electricity had been cut off and we were in complete
darkness. Later the manager came round with a supply of candles
which were eagerly lighted by everyone.

While we had been settling down, the typhoon had been gathering
strength. The whole Hotel, strong as it was, swayed to and fro in
the gale, and sea water washed up into the front hall of the Hotel.
The typhoon lasted for five hours, and the whole time the three of us
sat with many others in the corridor with our candles. Talking was
impossible unless one put one's mouth practically inside the other
person's ear. Everyone was dishevelled, with dressing-gowns hastily
thrown on. The flickering candles and waving cigarette ends formed
a picture which will long remain in my memory. The typhoon passed
at 7 a.m. and we all began to troop off to our respective bedrooms.
It was a thoroughly tired and disgruntled crowd, and everyone longed
for bed. What a forlorn hope! Every room was flooded. Water was
everywhere. My father . . . he was still in bed had commandeered
some raincoats and was comparatively dry.

Here a word must be said in praise of the management and their
staff. In spite of a night of intense strain and worry, the daily routine
went on; clothes were miraculously dried and a very good breakfast
provided.

But how did the typhoon affect the toWn and the shipping ? What
was the damage done and what was the loss of life ? The wind register
had broken after showing a speed of 170 m.p.h. The gale had caused
the sea level in the harbour to rise twenty-five feet. This and the wind
combined had caused a death roll estimated at over four million people,
amongst them only two Europeans. In the harbour—complete
and utter havoc. A 20,000 ton Italian liner had been left balanced on a
pinnacle of rock rising out of the harbour waters. Another ship had
been almost completely thrown on to the land. Her bow hung over
the main sea front road and it was quite possible to drive beneath it.
Of ,he many other ships only one or two came through unscathed.
They had collided and sunk, or driven out to sea or on to the rocks or
capsized.

A. D. BISHOP.

Into Longonot
This trip, made under Mr. N. R. Chadwick's careful guidance,

was primarily an Intermediate House affair, but we had one foreigner
in John Edwards from Scott, the exception that proved the rule.
The news of our intentions soon reached the ears of Mrs. Malcolm-
Smith and we are very grateful to her for helping us with the food.
The expedition started on Sunday, 6th November at 6 a.m. As at
this hour everyone was only half awake, conversation flagged until
we decided where to have breakfast. After some argument it was
decided to wait until we reached the actual foot of Longonot. There
we managed to get a fire going and our cook, Neil Gordon, was so clever
we are convinced he could have cooked a meal without a fire at all.

After breakfast was finished, we took all the kit out of the car.
Everything one had, either an ex-army water bottle or a haversack to
carry, not to mention about six yards of rope. We each carried six
yards with six feet of ilack in between each couple. Having made sure
that the drink would not be left in the sun, we set out for the lip of
the crater which we reached half an hour later. Here we were shown
where we were to go down. We made our way to the start and learnt
the Golden Rules of Rope Climbing. The first 200 feet or so were
comparatively easy and we only used the rope as a guide.

Then we came to a rocky cliff some ten feet high, down which
were slowly lowered on the rope while we attempted to climb down.
As we reached the bottom, we walked over to a steam 'jet which was
only a few yards away. Having examtned this c grefully, and being
nearly overcome by the fumes, we made a traverse to another steep
pitch down which we were again lowered one by one.
The last to come down was Mr. Chadwick who had belayed the rope
round a bush, but in spite of the combined efforts of him and D. A.
Forrester, the rope would not $.1ip off. We now had the choice of
leaving the rope, crossing the dense jungle at the bottom of the crater
and climbing up again without a rope, 01 co go up the way we had come.
We chose the latter. The last 100 feet were fully ea, y and three hours
after the start we reached the bottom.

Here we found the air very stuffy and most of us 'felt slack. The
only thing we could do was to eat. Our meal consisted of some fruit,
a few sweets and water, as it would have been foolish to have brought
too much. Then some of us explored a steam jet but soon had to return
for the climb back. Although Mr. Chadwick assured us that going
up was easier than coming down, we did not at the moment believe
him. The rope was a bit tricky. We did not know how secure it was
after the violent action taken on the way down. Nevertheless it held,
and after much exertion we reached the top of the rope. Dave For-
rester was so amazed at his success that he kicked a rock down which
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just missed P. V. Roberts who was still at the foot of the rope. Then
the traverse was made which was easy enough, but the problem was
how to climb the rock face. Mr. Chadwick then proved his prowess
and managed to climb it, the main difficulty being the looseness of
the rock. After this it was child's play and without any further diffi-
culty we reached the top.

Here refreshments were indicated and we refused to budge until
all the fruit had been devoured. The march then continued, each
man carrying his share of the rope, until we reached the car where' we
eagerly plunged into the food and drink. When we could eat no more,
we started off. It was dull coming back, as everyone was tired by the
adventure, and we reached the School a dirty but commented party.

H. W. EHRLICH.

TI-M IMPALA

Rex's Last Struggle
It was dark, not a sound disturbed the silence of the night. On the

open verandah, curied up on the floor, lay Rex—asleep. Rex was
a bull terrier, a good and faithful dog, who was a brilliant hunter and
a friendly companion. He had been with us for a year and a half.

Suddenly there was a slight rustle, and in a flash Rex was awake.
The sound stopped immediately, but Rex still l ay, looking and listening.
Quite suddenly he saw the leopard. It was crouching down amongst
the flowers, flat on its belly, five yards from the foot of the stairs. Ten
months previously Rex had met and fought this leopard in the hills.
The dog had been badly injured, but he had frightened the leopard
off. On thaw occasion he had made the mistake of getting within the
reach of the strong sharp claws of the leopard, and had been badly
mauled. Rex had learnt his lesson and would not make the same
mistake again.

The hairs on his back bristled and he began to snarl softly as he saw
his old enemy. The leopard, his green eyes unblinking, lay where he
was, but he gathered hi, feet under him in readiness for a spring.
He began to purr beneath his breath, working himself into a frenzy.
Slowly and stealthily the dog crept down the stairs and on to the lawn,
still watching his hated foe. Somehow Rex knew that this fight would
be to a finish.

Rex was six feet from the leopard when it sprang. In a flash
the dog leapt to one side, and as the leopard went by, trying to turn
in mid-air in its perplexity at having missed, the dog darted in and sank
his fangs into the leopard's throat. The animal let out a howl of anger
and pain, and tried to shake his antagonist off. Rex hung on for dear
life, though he was shaken, scratched and dizzy. Blood was already
spilling ovet the lawn, and ihe struggles of the leopard became weaker
and weaker. After a few minutes they ceased altogether; Rex had won.
For a while he stood over his victim, licking his torn and bloodstained
flesh. Then he went back to his place on the verandah, and slept . . . .

The next day the poor dog was bruised and weak from loss of blood.
For days his life hung in the balance. His wounds were deep and
swollen, and one day, Rex, the best bull-terrier I have ever known, went
went up into the hills—to fight his last battle, a battle against inevitable
death. We never saw Rex alive again. Two days later we found his
torn and mangled body, by a pool halfway up the hillside. We gave
him a decent burial, right on the spot where we found him, overlooking
the farm where he had lived for so many happy years.

R. W. &ESLER.
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Famous Sayings
(card in the Library: " So little done—so much to do." CECIL

* *	 *

Infinity is a place no one can get to, but where all lines meet. SMITH
MINOR.

* * *

Heard in the Staff Room:
" I'm the Prophet of the Utterly Absurd.

Of the Patently Impossible and Vain."
R. KIPLING.

* *	 *

A Christizn is allowed to have only one wife. This is called Mono-
tony. SMITH MINOR.

* *	 *

Heard in Form ? ? ?
" Lord, what fools these mortals be."

SHAKESPEARE.
*

Clive imprisoned a large number of men in the Black Hole of Cal-
cutta and so laid the foundations of the Indian Empire. SMITH MINOR.

* *	 *

Heald after the Last Paper:
" Up, up, my friend, and quit your books;

Ot surely you'll grow double.
Up, up; my friend, and clear your looks;

Why all this toil and trouble ? "
WORDSWORTH.

* *	 *

Days are longer in summer than in winter becruse heat expands
everything. SMITH MINOR.

*

Heard in Form V:
" Captains of Industry."	

CARLYLE.

A glazier is a man who runs down mountains. SMITH MINOR.

D. A. FORRESTER and D. C. SINCLAIR.

Old Cambrian Notes
We have received the following news of the Old Cambrian Society

arid Club from the Secretary, Mr. W. I. T. Dewar.
The O'd Cambrians had very successful seasons in both Cricket

and Hockey last year. Although no trophy was won, a very high
standard of play was maintained and the Club finished with the leaders.

This year the standard is still high, and a definite improvement is
noticeable. In hockey the A League team has won two matches and
drawn two, and in the B League there are two wins against two losses.
There is throughout a spirit of sportsmanship and keenness which
has always been prevalent among Old Boys, and we look forward to
another successful season. In the recent Officials v. Settlers match,
fourteen Old Cambrians were participating, including two reserves,
23 well as A. Munro from the School.

In the Cricket section of the Club the team has played twelve
games; won seven, drawn two, and lost three. The victories include
wins over such powerful teams as Gymkhana and Parklands. The
outstanding player is' D. G. Hunter; he leads the Colony's batting
averages and is second in the bowling. Two valuable additions to the
team this year are W. I. C. Fear, a first-class opening bat, and B. Jacob
who is a very able wicket-keeper.

It is legated that last season's rugby cannot be called successful,
but the players are for the most part young and will improve in weight
and ability as time goes by. There is any amount of keenness for this
sport, and our regular trainer, Mr. Kock, has returned from leave in
South Africa with lots of new ideas gained from the Springbok - All
Blacks matches at which he had the good fortune to be present. All
that is required is better turn-outs for practices, and the Club will
be well on the way to classing the Rugby Team among the best in the
Colony.

I do not propose to detail the social activities of the Club, but
invite you all when you leave School to call on us, and see for yourselves
the activities such as table-tennis, dances, film shows, and debates
which are arranged. You will all be welcome and, we hope, will join
us as Members.

W. I. T. DEWAR.
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Old Cambrian News
We have gleaned a fair amount of news of Old Boys from their

letters to the Headmaster and the Staff, but we are always avid for
more. Mungo Walker passed on out of Sandhurst in July and was
commissioned to the Black Watch. C. E. M. Moore is working in.
the Rolls Royce works at Derby. Peter Pegrume is successfully
learning Radio-Engineering and following in his father's footsteps;
he has qualified for his Intermediate Telecommunication Engineering
Certificate and takes his Finals early in 1950. Christopher Archer
passed all his exams in Architecture and was adjudged one of the
five best students of the year. S. R. Stobbs is at Pangbourne and was
a member of all the Junior teams, excelling in diving. A. Schacht is
taking Law at Trinity, Dublin. R.I. Cox, B.Sc.(Hons) has been selected
for the post of Demonstrator in the Biochemistry Department at
Edinburgh. J. M. Dodds at Balliol joined the Boat Club and spent
all his money buying books. We were particularly pleased with a
letter from W. Richardson who is studying at St. Martin's School of
Art in the Charing Cross Road in London; he is living in Kensington.
G. F. W. Kroll is reading Chemistry at Bangor; he competes with the
Welsh in the choir and is interested in Welsh Nationalism. D. M.
Rocco has started on a five-year course at the Polytechnic University
of Turin. R. A. Sands hopes to join the Colonial Administration,.
as does R. St. J. Matthews whose second string is schoolmastering.
But A. Braimbridge is one up on him for he is actually taking the
Diploma of Education at London. G. Freudenthal, a budding vet.,
has an alarming programme of Anatomy, Histology, Physiology and
Biochemistry; he spent his summer holidays farming and finds
London " grim " but extremely cultural.

J. F. Doe is at a R.A.F. school and we hear he has reduced his time
for the 100 yards to 10.3 seconds. Farming is a popular occupation of
many Old Boys and those who are not learning it as their profession
earn money that way in the holidays. J. A. Dykes was on a Scottish
farm but is now at an Agricultural College in Edinburgh. C. J.
Eames was going as a farm pupil in England, and R. D. Archer was
farming at Basingstoke: he is going to Reading University next year.
David Macdonald was also farming but went to an Agricultural
College in September. J. R. Hatfield in the vacation did a practical
course in Scotland to learn how to repair tractors and then went to a
farm in Kent. S.C. Fripp wrote an interesting letter; first near Shrewsbury,.

-he is working long hours on a dairy farm in Ayrshire. He is now six feet
two inches and weighs thirteen stone and returns to Kenya in February.

Other people play cricket. The Kenya Kongonis in their Sussex
tour included M. Slapak who hitch-hiked from Yorkshire, M. R.
Higgins who headed the bowling averages—he is also playing for the
Old. Cambrians in Nairobi before proceeding to Massey College in

New Zealand—C. W. Gunson, M. H. Shaw and Mr. A. K. Fyfe,
who was on leave. In Kenya Mr. F. W. Johnson played as usual for
the Officials as did G. L. Krauss who played the best innings of the
match while G. A. Luckhurst was 12th man though we noticed Mr.
E. I. Gledhill did his work for him. D. G. Hunter was the bowling
star for the Settlers; D. C. Carver played an attractive innings and
C. B. Higgs was playing too. The similar match in the Hockey world
was notable for the number of Old Cambrians playing.

In South Africa, A. L. M. Pearse is at Marist College, Johannesburg;
R. K. Bulley did well in heavy-weight boxing at Rhodes. D. B. Wil-
liamson passed all his first year Surveying exam., and Douglas Valpy is
putting on weight at Durban. We enjoyed a letter from M. J. Darling
who saw the All Blacks and Oklahoma.

In East Africa, D. J. C. Green is with the Lands and Mines Dept.
in Dar es Salaam. C. Bresler surveys for the Rai Tway in Tanganyika.
J. C. Fox is a " geodetic leveller " and walks to Garissa putting in
bench marks. Other surveyors are J. B. Allen, R.A. Beazley, J. F.
Megson, K.D. Dando, A.H. Rayner and C.S. Templer. K van Emmenis
fights the tsetse and A. Mendel controls yellow fever in Momba, a.
D. Malan digs diamonds in Tanganyika but I. Henderson is an Assis-
tant Superintendent in the Kenya Police. K. Mortimet guards the
Customs at Kampala, Ronald Ward works the electric light in Mombasa
while another miner is M. Younghusband but he digs for gold in Kisii.
R. Standfield produces bacon at Iringa, but he may go to America where
they really do know how to deal with pigs on a large scale. R. J. Johan-
son farms on the Mau and was amused to see how good at cricket he
was according to the last Impala. Th;s family and its variously spelt
offshoots has a lways been a difficulty. Brian Holloway is at the Egerton
School and H. Staub who has been growing coffee in Tanganyika hopes
soon to go to Switzerland, where he will presumably produce café-au-
lait. B. Mardigs has been working with V. Browse & Co., but is going
to Johannetburg to continue his optical studies. C. A. Yarinakis
works in the Moshi Post Office. G. Twelftree, LL.B.(Hons) has been
called to the Bar and admitted as an Advocate of the Supreme Court
of Kenya. C. E. Hummer is a Railway Apprentice in Nairobi.

Here is a list of Old Cambrians who ore at Universities and Tech-
nical Colleges abroad; we think it is rather impressive but it may not
be complete and we welcome further information.

UNITED KINGDOM
Cambridge University—J. M. M. Campbell, B. U. Middelboe, R. L.

Winter, V. R. S. Beckley (Joh), T. R. Sunning, C. L. Norman (Jes),
G. R. Gunson (Sid), M. Slapak (Down), J. C. T. Church (Emm),

Oxford University—B. N. Georgiadis, M. H. Shaw (B.N.C.), J. W. Vail
(St. Ed. Hall), J.S. Sands (Worc), D.R. Davis, D.M. Woodford(Wad),
S. R. Wollen (Univ), J. H. Dodds (Ball), H. Horn (New), J. Proctor.
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London University-L. Horn, J. R. Hafield, M. R. Antoniou (U.C.), 
J. L. H. Sharp, J. L. Beechel (St. Thos), A. Braimbridge. 

Liverpool University-J. N. Higginson, G. W. Outram. 
Reading University-J. W. A. Hearle, J. C. Templer, R. A. Sands. 
Birrninghqm University--C. E. P. Watson. 
Royal Vet. College, London--G. Freudenthall, J. E. Beaumont, D. Clay. 
Durham University- J. Low. 
Bristol University-P. Hamztt, J. L. Ruben. 
Southampton-M. W. Rutherford. 
Bangor-G. F. W. Kroll. 
Faraday kouse-D. C. Sinclair, H. G. Munk. 
Loughborough-G. T. Ling, R. J. Simpson, K. C. Brian-Boys, J. M. 
Holloway, W. J. P. 
B. T. H. Rugby-<. 
R. A. C. Cirmcester-4. J. A. Morrall. 
N. E. College of Agriculture, Aberdem-K. G. Mayers. 
Huddersjield Technical-4. N. Nicholson. 
R. M. A. Sandhurst-J. F. de V. Shaw, B. J. G. Lunn, J. J. Wdtkins- 

Pi;chford, H. W. L. Paul. 
R. N. C. Dartmouth-J. S. Smith, T. M. Pearson. 
King's College, Newcastle-D. Chambers. 
Queen's, Belfast-P. Holmes, M. J. M. Erritt, J. I. Maxwell. 
Greenmount, Antrim-J. M. Nefdt. 
Oxford School of Architecture-C. J. Archer. 
Edinburgh University-R. I. Cox, R. J. Munro, G. G. Bompas. 
Glasgow University-L. A. J. Willidms, E. D. McCrac, M. R. E. Durand. 
St. Andrew's University-R. Harris, J. M. Brown. 

THE DOMINIONS 
R. U. C., Grahamstown-M. T. Friend, R. K. Bulley, J. A. R. Williams, 

R. St. J. Matthzws. 
Natal University-C. E. WevilG D. B. Valpy, V. Fieros, G. J. Gilson. 
Pretoria University-J. A. Templer . 
Capetown University-A. L. McIrtyre, W. R. Ingram, D. B. Williamson 

M. V. Facey, J. E. MoJloy. 
Witwatersrand University-J. L. Elmer, U. V. Blowers. 
Saasveld-J. P. Drury, K. V. Oulton, J. S. Bond, M. J. Darling, 

I. G. Mill:r, P. J. Foot. 
Cedara-J. H. J. Barrett, F. Robinson. 
Melbourne University-M. Barran. 
Massey College, N.2.-J. M. Pearson, H. Clarke. 

IRELAND AND UNITED STATES ' 

Trinity College, Dublin-J. Kerr, P. Panayotu, J. C. Rawlins, J. B. 
Ha~eley, L. J. Gill, A. Schacht, G. W. D'Olier. 

Nut. University, Dublin-M. dunst an-Adams. 
Swarthmore College, N.Y.-R. P. Maddox. 
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A Letter from Oxford 

THE EDITOR, 
The Impala 

OXFORD 
27th October, 1949. 

DEAR SIR, . 

Unlike Cambridge, Oxford regards rowing more as a sport 
than a a profession, which means thzt news of the Summer Term 
is always confined to celebrations, either of other peoples successes 
on the river, or of the end of Find Schools, or of friends going down, 
or of celebrating just because it is the Summer Term. Slnce the sum- 
mer here was the best that's happened for decades, last term was a joyous 
one tn Oxford, but party anecdotes are hardly appropriate m an Oxford 
Newsletter, besides wluch they're mostly unprintable. A number of 
people did row (myself included, in the rugger boat, with startling 
results), but on the whole it was a lazy, epicurean term. 

This term is utterly different. One is far more active for a variety 
of reasons: firstly, one hls to keep warm somehow, (winter came yester- 
day and I never knew sunshine could be so cold); secondly, one is 
oppressed with a sense of guilt for having been idle during the: four 
months' vacation; and thirdly, one realises with a shock that this 
is another year, and time is stealing a march on one again. So nll is 
bustle, toil and trouble, from which none of us can cscnpe, leaat of nll 
the smlll settlement of Old Cambrians, 

Renn Davis was the first I met this term, just hack from Pau in 
the South of France, where he lehrnr French nnd laid up a storc of 
sunshine for the winter months. He hilsn't had the ncrvc to resign 
fiom the rowing fraternity yet, and they don't want to lose him from 
Wadbarn second boat, as hc wields a lusty oar. This leaves him little 

' time for anything but law, and mupic-he is College secretary of the 
Holywell Music Club. He has a piano of his own, which he periodically 
moves about, a performance which is as alarming ds  it is destructive. 

The next O.C. I came across was Jack Sands, who is subdued by rhe 
thought of Schools shortly taking place. He still plays hockey and 
squash, and is a well-established member of the University Air Squad- 
ron; in fact he spent two weeks of the long vacation in the " bundu " 
of Szlisbury Plain with the Air Squadron. But he wouldn't talk about 
it. On returning to Wadham I say somebody wandering about who 
looked familiar, and it turned out to be M. H. Shaw, who has just 
arrived at B.N.C. He's reading Philosophy, Politics and Economics 
as unobtrusively as he can, and has already played hockey for B.N.C. 
He gained a Freshman's Trial but has heard nothing more-he says 
he played abominably which is very likely, as it was ra~ning hard and 
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Valete
Jan. 1944 to Aug. 1949. New. lc-5 Bio. Sch.

Cert. (1st Grade). School Prefect. Head of
Juniors. School Librarian. Asst. Scout
Master. Commentator Staff. Acted in Julius
Caesar, Warn That Man. Td St. ThOmai•
Hospital.

Jan. to Aug. 1949. Rhodes (Inter). 6d. To.
School in England.

Sept. 1946 to Aug 1949. Grigg/Nicholson.
lx - 3c.

Jan. 1948 to Aug. 1949. Rhodes. id-2d. To
farming.

Jan. 1947 to Aug. 1949. Rhodes/Scott. 6d-2c,
• Hockey XXII. Bugler.

Jan. 1946 to Aug. 1949. Clive. 6b - 3d.
Jan. 1945 to Aug. 1949. Nicholson. 6a-4 Bio,

Sch. Cert. House Prefect.
Jan. 1944 to Aug. 1949. Hawke. lc-5 Eng.

Sch. Cert. House Prefect. Reading Prize.
To Accountancy,

Jan. 1946 to Oct. [949. Clive. 6a - 3c.
House Prefect. Football XXII. Reading
Prize. Acted in Housemaster. House Colours.
To farming.

Jan. 1947 to Aug. 1949. Clive. 6e-2d. To
farming.

Jan. 1945 to Aug. 1949. Nicholson. 6b-4 Bio.,
Sch. Cert. Mime. ' Prefect. Rugby XXX.
Sang in Elijah.

Jan. 1948 to July 1949. Scott. 3c 4 Arts.
Sch. Cert. House Prefect, Rugby XV.
Commentator Editor. Captain Tennis. To
American University.
Nov. 1948 to Aug. 1949. New. 2b-3h,

Sept. 1947 to June 1949. Rhodes. 6b - 2a.
Jan. 1948 to Apr. 1949. New. 6a , 1c. To,

George Watson's College.
Jan. 1947 to July 1949. Clive. 6c-2b. To

commerce.
Jan. 1944 to Aug. 1949. Clive/New. le-5 Eng.

Acted in Julius Caesar, Warn That Man,
Importance of being Earnest. To Faraday
House.

May 1945 to July 1949. Scott. 6a-4 Arts.,
Sch. Cert. House Prefect. Band. Sang in
Elijah. To farming.

Jan. 1948 to Aug. 1949. Scott. 6d-ld. Bugler,
Jan. 1948 to June 1949. Scott (Inter). 6b-1c,

To Pangbourne.
Jan. 1945 to June 1949. Scott. 6b-4 Bio.

Sch.,Cert. (1st Grade).
Jan. to Aug. 1949. New. 6b. To commerce.
Jan. 1948 to July 1949. New. 6e-1d. To

engineering.
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the pitch was grass, both conditions foreign to Kenya. He thinks he
will concentrate on running in which he is likely to do well.

Simon Wollen was the next to greet me, resplendent in University
blazer, tie and scarf; this probably on the strength of being Secretary
of University Rugby Club. He spent his vacation on the South Coast,
yachting, and saw a good deal of racing. He is still reading Law,
when he remembers to, and is also a member of the Judo Club, as
Harris Horn learnt to his discomfiture the other night, when Simon
demonstrated a particularly vicious kick rather too heartily on him.
Harris has just come up to New College where he is reading Law. He
has played a little Rugby but is more keen on hockey-in fact, he got
a trial on the strength of recommendations from the West of England
Wanderers, for whom he played with d i stinction before coming up.
Like Shaw he insists he played badly, but he has high hopes of future
success. Being an exceptionally good goal-keeper, he is likely to do well.

Another hockey player, John Vail, of St. Edmund's Hall gained his
College colours last ::erm, and also plays tennis and swims for his Col-
lege. He doesn't mention work (who does ?), but presumably he is still
reading for a B.Sc., I think in Oeconomm Rusticx-that means Agri-
culture or something. He was with Jack Sands and the Air Squadron
during the vacation and does a lot of week-end flying; he also went
to Italy but I haven't heard what he did there. Incidentally, he's
grown so fond of punting that he suggests the Athi River as a substitute
when he returns to Kenya. Byron Georgiadis is still with us, doing
a B.C.L. He got a third in Law last June, but it was so nearly a second
that he's been allowed to stay on; he is an ardent member of the Opera
Club, and of a number of Law Societies. He's already thinking of
returning to kenya to practise. Other O.C.s I've seen around are
John Proctor, a potential forester, and like all other foresters seldom
seen except in uncivilised places; and it's amazing how uncivilised
a good part of Oxford and the surrounding .countryside is-notably
Cowley and St. Ebbe's ! John Dodds, too, is at Balliol, reading Law,
but I haven't seen enough of him to know what he's up to.

For myself, I spent the long vacation as a farm labourer, and as an
oast-hand on a Guinness hop-farm in Sussex. I'm a member of several
Clubs, notably the O.U.D.S., the Experimental Theatre Club, the
Heretics Club, the Conservative Association and the Union. I'm
not acting this term, but hope to in the O.U.D.S. production next
term, rumoured to be " Othello." Apart from these social goings-on,
I play Rugby for Wadham, and swim for Wadham on occasions
and play squash. I have a lot of work, but somehow manage to be
Treasurer of the Wadham Poetry Society, and a reporter on the " Isis,"
the University weekly magazine.

And that is all for the moment, except that we hope to see plenty
more Old Cambrian at Oxford. 	 Yours sincerely,

DAVID M. WOODFORD.
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Jan. 1948 to July 1949. 	 New. lc-2e. To
engineering.

Jan. to Aug. 1949. Scott (Junior). 6d.
Jan. 1947 to Apr. 1949. Grigg/Nicholson.

6c-2e. To school in England.
Jan. 1948 to Aug. 1949. Rhodes. 2x-3a. To

Royal Navy.
Jan. 1946 to Aug. 1949. Nicholson. lx-4 Arts.

Sch. Cert. Guard of Honour. Sang in Elijah.
To accountancy.

Jan. 1948 to July 1949. Nicholson. lx-2x.
Won 100 yards (under 13). To school in
England.

May to Aug. 1949. Junior. 6b.
Jan. 1947 to Aug. 1949. Nicholson. 6c-2c.

To Agricultural College in South Africa.
Feb. to Aug. 1949. Nicholson (Junior). 6d.
Jan, 1947 to Aug. 1949. Nicholson. 6d-2d. To

farming.
Jan. 1946 to Nov. 1949. Nicholson. lb-4 Eng.
Sch. Cert. House Prefect. 2nd Shot Put 49.
Acted in "Warn That Man 2, Importance
of Being Earnest". To Survey Dept.

Sh. Ct.
50,792 25

10 00
40 00
20 00
10 00
40 00
50 00
42 00
40 00
42 00

100 00
100 00

5 00
200 00

TOTAL .	 . 51,311 75
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'BROWNIE'

\ REFLEX ...

because the brilliant reflex view-
kader shows you your pictures actual size (1 ix 11 •ns.). So
Vs extra-easy to catch just the right expression on people's
faces and let well' composed pictures. Other attractive
features : press-button shutter release for smooth snapping ;
time exposure lever ; flash contacts ; finder shielded by
folding hood. The neck-cord helps you hold the camera
steady at' a' convenient height.

'Brownie'. Cameras are made by

KODAK
'Kodak' films and cameras are stocked by

HOWSE &	 McGEORGE

War Memorial Fund

Fifth List of Donations

LIMITED
and all Kodak dealers. KODAK (EAST AFRICA) LTD., P.O. Box 28, NAIROBI
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